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1.

Executive Summary

(i)

The Council has charged Members and officers, together with a service user and
critical ‘Friend’ to look at the whole way the Parks and Premises team operates. The
panel to investigate the service has been as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tina Michael – Deputy Mayor, Chesham Town Council
Justine Fulford – Councillor, Chesham Town Council
Mohammed Fayyaz ‐ Councillor, Chesham Town Council
Bill Richards – Town Clerk, Chesham Town Council
Kathryn Graves – Policy & Projects Officer, Chesham Town Council
Bob Ayres – Parks & Premises Manager, Chesham Town Council
Phil Folly – Chesham Allotment Holder, Friends of Lowndes Park, Friends of
Chesham Cemetery, Chesham Environmental Group, Chesham Walkers are Welcome

(ii)

The Parks and Open Spaces and Premises maintenance; Sports Pavilions and pitches;
Cemetery and Churchyard and Allotments budgets in their entirety totalled £330,130
out of a budgetary figure of £885,415 which is over a third of the Council’s net
expenditure.

(iii)

The review therefore is a very large one and the Panel has tried to tackle it by
looking at its operation internally (financially and in respect of service delivery), and
by comparing its operation with other councils.

The Panel believes that the choice lies with Members to decide which direction they wish to
see the Parks and Premises team go. At the present time, it is a team that has prided itself
on its community mindedness, being reactive and general speed of response to improving
all the Council’s facilities. Generally works are done ‘in‐house’ but contractors are used
when deemed necessary.
The Panel has concluded that the Parks and Premises team works extremely hard and is
generally under‐resourced in comparison to other councils but certain weaknesses have
been identified, that, if addressed, could both improve the service further and potentially
bring some, although not necessarily significant, savings.
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2.

What is the Current Service?

a.

Ensuring that all organisational maintenance work is carried out at the Council’s
allotment sites including repairs and replacement of gates and fences, paths and
roads, hedges and trees, water supplies and unlet plots. Ensuring tenants’
compliance with the Council’s Tenancy Agreement/Terms and Conditions.

b.

General maintenance and repair, including cleaning of all structures and facilities
including bus shelters, notice‐boards, fences and gates, bollards and barriers, litter
bins and dog waste bins, public benches, gazebo, etc. Also maintenance and control
of the fountain, Skottowes Pond and Island in Lowndes Park.

c.

General maintenance, repairs and upkeep of the Town Council’s cemetery, and St.
Mary’s Closed Churchyard, including all horticultural and arboreal tasks,
maintenance to pathways and roads, fences, gates and walls, water supplies, safety
of memorials, and security of the site. Responsibility for all interments in the
Cemetery, the Garden of Remembrance, and the Avenue of Remembrance, including
liaison with gravediggers, Minister for signing of the Cemetery Register, Funeral
Director and the local Mosque Committee.

d.

Responsibility for the repair and maintenance, both internally and externally of all
Council buildings including the Cemetery Chapel and Hearse House and Lodges,
Depot maintenance buildings, Codmore pavilion, clock tower and public toilets.

e.

Supervision and general maintenance of all horticultural and arboreal features
including flower beds, shrubberies, planters and hanging floral displays and the
necessary ordering of all plants. Maintaining the War Memorial and gardens
including spotlights and power supply.

f.

Responsibility for all grass cutting operations including maintenance and repairs to
the Council’s Parks and Open Spaces including Lowndes Park, Marston Field,
Codmore Field, Nashleigh Hill Recreation Ground, Co‐op Field, The Moor, Lye Green,
Manor Way Island, Hudson’s Dell, the Meades Water Gardens, the River Chess, Red
Lion Street gardens, and The Elgiva grounds. Carry out sports pitch marking, goal‐
post maintenance and field husbandry operations.

g.

Carrying out recorded weekly safety inspections of all the Council’s playground
equipment including the Skatepark, undertaking general maintenance and repairs as
necessary, organising a recorded annual safety inspection by an accredited play
equipment company.

h.

Carry out all tree planting schemes, the management and preservation of all existing
schemes as approved by the Town Council, including liaison with the Town Tree
Warden and local societies.
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3.

Previous Service Reviews Pertaining to Parks & Premises

Rather than undertaking an in‐depth and time‐consuming review of each separate service, it
was agreed by the Performance Review Committee to re‐visit the previous reviews pulling
out its major constituent parts and recommendations.
(i)

Allotments 2006‐07

1.

The aim of the service is to provide allotments for Chesham residents in
accordance with Section 23 of the Small Holdings Allotments Act of 1908, which
requires a local Council to provide allotment gardens for personal cultivation
where it is of the opinion that a demand exists in the parish. Moreover, under
that Section, a local Council must take into consideration any written
representations for the provision of allotments made to it by any six
parliamentary electors or council taxpayers resident in the parish.

2.

The Challenge Panel agreed that the full occupancy of the Council’s sites and the
existence of waiting lists demonstrated a clear demand for allotments in the
parish and that the Town Council therefore has a legal obligation to provide
allotments in Chesham.

3.

The Challenge Panel was satisfied overall with the existing service provision, but
made a number of recommendations regarding specific aspects of the service.

4.

The Challenge Panel was satisfied with the existing system of management,
supervision and maintenance provided by the Council’s Parks and Premises
team, in liaison with the Allotments Group.

5.

The Challenge Panel also expressed its satisfaction with the administration
service provided by the staff at the Town Hall. However, the Panel agreed that it
would be appropriate to investigate whether the efficiency of the rental
collection system could be improved by collecting rents by Direct Debit or
Standing Order.

6.

The existing allotment service provided by Chesham Town Council compared
favourably with the other service providers.

7.

The panel made a number of recommendations for specific site improvements,
e.g. improving the central path at Asheridge Road and investigating dedicated
parking provision for the less mobile at Cameron Road, rather than making any
suggestions to alter the overall management of the allotments.
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(ii)

Cemetery and St. Mary’s Churchyard 2003‐04

1.

By virtue of the Local Government Act 1972, all Parish Councils are burial
authorities. There is no legal obligation for a local authority to provide a burial
ground.

2.

The panel concluded that a number of specific operational issues needed to be
addressed, a number of which have been dealt with and a number of procedures
have changed since the review was conducted, e.g. the Town Council no longer
contracts the gravediggers; this is now dealt with by the funeral directors, and
the grass cutting contractors have changed. Cemetery maps now digitised.
System of memorial inspections in place.

3.

Biggest concerns identified through consultation were grass‐cutting (now
changed) and security (there is increase liaison with the police and the cemetery
is now unlocked 24 h a day on a trial).

4.

Administration required little alteration.

(iii)

Open Spaces 2001

1.

Town and Parish Councils have powers to acquire, by agreement, by purchase or
lease any open space whether situated inside or outside its area. They may also
undertake the entire or partial care, management and control of an open space
(Open Spaces Act 1906; Local Government Act 1972, as amended by Local
Government, Planning and Land Act 1980). The provision of this service by a local
authority is a non‐statutory function.

2.

This review resulted in an increase in the amount of work out‐sourced to
contractors on the basis of financial savings and improved quality for specialist
tasks. Also resulted in an increase in play area inspections to weekly from once
every three weeks. Saw the establishment of the original Friends of Lowndes
Park.

(iv)

Sports and Leisure 2005‐06

1.

The Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 enables Town and
Parish Councils to: provide buildings, equipment, supplies and assistance of any
kind for athletic social or recreational activities. There is no legal obligation for a
local authority to provide recreational facilities.

2.

The review looked at:
Codmore playing field
Marston playing field
CPCC playing field (no longer relevant)
Moor playing fields
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3.

The panel suggested a number of improvement measures. The main ones were:
•
•
•
•

Review of pitch maintenance to improve quality to sustain a greater number of
bookings per week.
Support the bid by local community association to manage the building and bid
for external funding to rebuild Marston Pavilion
Begin process of sharing of specialist equipment and knowledge with Amersham
Town Council to improve ground maintenance
Begin internal maintenance programme for both Codmore and Marston
pavilions (implemented at Codmore).
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4.

Reviewing the Current Service Internally

1.

The Panel has met four times since it was convened plus has undertaken three
site visits to other authorities.

2.

Attached as appendix I are the notes of the five panel meetings held. In studying
the notes, it is clear that there have been difficulties in ascertaining simple costs
per service. What became apparent during the review has been the way the
Parks and Premises team is intrinsic to the Council as a whole and its highly
reactive set‐up with fluidity to move from service to service rapidly if required.
While a notional cost and budget has been set up for services such as allotments
and cemeteries, etc. and timesheets have been analysed as best as possible, it is
still difficult to get an accurate picture of staffing within various facilities.

3.

One of the primary tasks therefore was trying to ascertain what tasks are
‘proactive’ i.e. ones that have been programmed in as part of the general
essential operation of a facility and/or requirements of ever increasing health
and safety requirements and those that are ‘reactive’ i.e. tasks that have come
about due to requests from other members of the staff and members of the
public. Some of the ‘reactive’ requests have to be undertaken immediately as
they have health and safety implications, but it was instructive to try and analyse
these further. Accordingly the Parks and Premises Manager attempted to
analyse his and his team’s hours into some meaningful sense. Analysis of this is
also duly attached as appendix II.

4.

The group has been keen to try and examine times spent on jobs and tasks that
are of a non‐horticultural nature to discover whether these need to be
undertaken at all and, if so, whether they can be delivered more efficiently and
cheaply by other organisations or commercial operators. Moreover it was
agreed that the amount of time and expense spent on community events
needed to be looked at as well. These events/activities are far from income
generating schemes for the Council but are in accordance with the Council’s
Strategic Aim 1 – ‘To enable residents to enjoy high‐quality social, recreational,
and cultural facilities within the town and to seek the continuing improvement
and development of these facilities in accordance with the desires expressed by
the residents.’ The log of this is attached as appendix III.

5.

The Finance and Contracts Manager and Parks and Premises Manager have also
drawn together a financial analysis to look at the man hours and contractor
hours. Attached as appendix IV.

6.

Integral to the review was to examine fully how the service is delivered and by
whom. At the present time, it is predominantly by a mixture of in‐house staff
supplemented by contractors. When the review commenced, listed as appendix
V was the staffing set‐up at the time which is made up of the Parks and Premises
Manager; 3 full time Parks and Premises Operatives and 1 part‐time Parks and
Premises Operative. The Council has subsequently decided to lose one of the
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full‐time and the part‐time posts, to be re‐assessed again in November 2011. In
the interim, the Parks and Premises Manager has been given a budget of
£10,000 to hire seasonal workers.
7.

The total working hours, plus overtime, after the reduction of annual leave and
sick pay provision is 8,859 per annum. In addition to this are the extra hours for
overtime (weekend litter‐picking) that raise the hours to 9,101. Additionally
there are occasions of skatepark locking and unlocking by staff for which a flat
rate is paid. The total staffing costs for 2010/11 equates to roughly £155,000.
These staffing costs of course include on‐costs and the effect of additional add‐
ons such as the employer’s contribution to the pension scheme that have been
well‐documented. This includes additional overtime costs for cemetery gates
(now no longer paid); litter‐picking (£3,000); skatepark locking (£2,750) and
band preparation (£335).

8.

In addition to this is the budgeted amount for 2010/11 of £28,390 for use of
contractors. Well over half of this is spent on grass cutting of the Cemetery. It
should be remembered that the Parks and Premises team previously had an in‐
house ‘Cemetery Operative’ responsible for all cemetery maintenance. This post
has subsequently not been refilled following the resignation of the post holder in
April 2010 thus saving the Council an amount of approximately £27,000 in salary
with on‐costs, and therefore, when the grass‐cutting fees are subtracted, a
saving of some £11,000 has already been offered up from the Parks and
Premises budget.

9.

The fundamental questions arose therefore as to whether the overall staffing
and contractors’ budget could be reduced significantly by a. dropping some of
the current service provisions either totally or reducing the quantity/quality of
some of the services or b. using contractors more regularly than in‐house staff
if it can be proved to be financially prudent to do so.

10.

The review had been instructive in highlighting that the team works as a Parks
and Premises unit. Therefore, as can be seen by the works service logs (appendix
II), while certain works are done on behalf of the Elgiva, the Town Hall and the
Chesham Moor Gym and Swim Centre these do not take up a significant amount
of time compared with the total hours, and any savings by dropping the
premises side of things would be marginal. However, there would be possible
advantages in training officers at the main centres to undertake basic jobs such
as unblocking of sinks and to have access to a van on occasions so that centre
staff, rather than the Parks and Premises team can undertake tasks such as
delivering chairs, etc.

11.

Assuming that the Council then decides that the team concentrates purely on its
core functions – parks, open spaces, sports pitches and pavilions, allotments and
the cemetery ‐ then the issue of whether services can be maintained with lower
staffing and other costs (with or without increased use of contractors) needs
scrutiny. The cost of the grass‐cutting contract for instance depends on the
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service level agreement and choices here directly affect expenditure. Further
savings could potentially be made if different standards were adopted. Having
reviewed the log sheets, which have indicated whether work has been planned
(i.e. ‘proactive’) or has been a response to unplanned circumstances e.g.
vandalism (i.e. ‘reactive’), the Panel agrees that little of this could be lost,
particularly as nearly all the reactive works have an important Health and Safety
aspect to them. The other part of the log refers to a ‘community’ aspect which is
predominantly the team preparing for an increasing number of events in the
parks and open spaces, particularly in the summer. These events take up
considerable officer time and the Council only charges £100 (which many hirers
reclaim through an annual donation). Potentially therefore the Council could
severely limit these hirings to save on staff hours if Members felt it appropriate
to do so, or alternatively, a more commercial hire fee could be adopted.
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5.

Comparing Other Town Councils’ Provision of Similar Services

1.

The Panel has undertaken two site visits and the notes are duly recorded
in appendix VI. The visits were to Amersham and Leighton Linslade Town Councils.
The former was also an opportunity to look at how Amersham delivers devolved
services on behalf of Buckinghamshire County Council.

2.

The notes are self‐explanatory but one clear fact arises – that in comparison to other
Councils, the Parks and Premises team is not over‐resourced. While it is true that
ATC spends almost nothing on outside contractors, it is clear its ten Parks Officers,
including two supervisors, has a higher wage bill than this Council. LLTC has eight
members in its parks team, again considerably higher than CTC’s Parks and Premises
team. Again LTC’s services were maintained entirely in‐house but additional seasonal
workers were hired during the summer months. The impressive array of equipment
that ATC had in comparison to CTC was also duly noted.

3.

In its visits, the Panel did not conclude that either Town Council had examples of
radically different good practice that could be adopted to change for the better the
quality or cost of the services provided by CTC. Indeed both ATC and LLTC seemed
more impressed by our service provision in relation to the active Friends’ groups we
have who work with us.

4.

ATC’s developing of its Devolved Services with Buckinghamshire County Council is a
good template to consider. However, at the present time, Buckinghamshire County
Council’s continued funding of the provision is far from certain and, in the Panel’s
view the possible expansion of provision needs to be put on hold until a commitment
to medium term financial support is confirmed.
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6.

Service Delivery and Providers’ Analysis

Following an interim report put to the Council’s Performance Review Committee in
December 2010, the Panel was asked to consider five key questions in respect of the
service.
(i)

CAN CERTAIN SERVICES BE REDUCED E.G. NUMBER OF GRASS CUTS PER ANNUM,
THEREBY REDUCING COSTS WITHOUT DRAMATICALLY AFFECTING SERVICE
PROVISION? COULD THIS BE DONE MORE CHEAPLY AND EFFECTIVELY BY
CONTRACTORS?

The list of services is recorded at the start of the document and, for the purposes of the
review it is instructive to split them into their constituent parts to undertake analysis of
whether savings can be made in this way.
a.
Allotments
The duty to provide allotments is the only statutory duty Town and Parish Councils have, so
the possibility of dropping, or even reducing, this service is not really practicable. The
expenditure itself by the Parks and Premises team is not large and in fact most of the
£10,515 budget earmarked for 2011/12 is recharge figures, both for the Depot and
administration. The minor works that need to be done are a matter currently being
discussed with the Allotments Group to undertake itself (see below).
Panel Recommendations/Observations
No real changes are possible to reduce costs in this area other than tasks taken on by the
Allotments Group.

b.
Cemetery
As with the allotments, much of the Cemetery service is constrained by law and clearly there
is a laid down procedure for interments. Very little can be done to change this side of the
provision in respect of the Parks and Premises budget but one major time‐saving change
made after the 2004 Cemetery service review was to insist that the funeral directors
contract the grave‐diggers rather than the Council officers which has proved unquestionably
successful.
The service review panel is aware that there have been significant changes to the Cemetery
in regard to its physical management, and there have been switches between it being
maintained predominantly ‘in‐house’ to it being maintained predominantly by outside
contractors.
Up to 2007, the Council used outside contractors to mow the grass and undertake other
horticultural tasks supported by the Council operatives. The Council received numerous
complaints during this period on the quality of the grass‐cutting and state of the Cemetery
generally so, in 2007, the Council appointed a designated Cemetery Operative to undertake
all maintenance. The complaints largely dissipated but unfortunately the staff member went
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on long term sick leave in 2008. The post was eventually lost and in 2010 a grass‐cutting
contract was again awarded to an external company. The loss of the officer, coupled with
the competitive quotation supplied by the current grass‐cutting contractor (as highlighted in
paragraph 8 of ‘Reviewing the Current Service Internally’) has brought about an overall
saving of around £11,000.
Therefore, the main question for the panel was whether to continue along current lines or
to re‐consider changing back to in‐house maintenance. Additionally, the question was raised
as to whether the standard of provision needed to be at the level it is at the current time or
whether it could be reduced.
There is general acceptance of the excellent work that the current contractors undertake in
the Cemetery, reflected in comments from the Friends of Chesham Cemetery and the
general public. It would appear difficult to see how the Council could reduce the
specification (i.e. to allow the grass to grow above 45m in the fine areas) and still expect to
retain a company on an annual contract. To deviate from the current specification would
probably mean that grass‐cutting contractors would need to be hired on an ‘as and when’
basis which would be problematic at best. Moreover a delay in these contractors arriving
would undoubtedly see a return to the level of complaints previously received about the
Cemetery pre‐2008 and in an area of great sensitivity for people who have been bereaved.
This is obviously not desirable.
Panel Recommendations/Observations
The panel would wish to maintain the current level of provision. However it is mindful that the
current contractor’s tender submission was substantially lower than the others received. It is
accepted that, because of this, the Parks and Premises team does need to have a strategy to
take the works back in‐house if required (without increasing the wage bill) if a similar contract
cannot be re‐negotiated for 2012/13 and beyond even if this means reallocating resources from
other areas of work.

c.
General Grass‐Cutting, Hedge‐Cutting, Tree‐Cutting and Shrub Maintenance
This area of work appears to give the greatest scope to make savings. Appendix IV gives a
breakdown of the staff hours estimated to be spent on this area and it approximates to
around 2,600 man hours and £39,000 per annum plus another £2,890 on hedge cutting
contractors. The areas covered include Lowndes Park, Marston Field, Codmore Field,
Nashleigh Hill Recreation Ground, Co‐op Field, The Moor, Lye Green, Manor Way Island,
Hudson’s Dell, the Meades Water Gardens, the River Chess, Red Lion Street gardens, and
The Elgiva grounds. There is no specification that the team works to in regard to how often
and to what length the grass is cut or shrubs trimmed (except for that specified within the
Meades Water Gardens’ Management Plan). So, work is generally undertaken on an ‘as and
when’ basis.
The question that the panel has had to consider is whether this approach is the correct one
or whether the Parks and Premises Manager could manage a contracting firm to undertake
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this work. At the present time, contracting out has not been considered, although the Parks
and Premises Manager does use specialist contractors for additional works required. Should
this work be fully contracted out then undoubtedly it would mean it would be difficult to
justify keeping on the team as it is now and the likelihood would be that the Council would
have to consider making redundancies. Obviously the amount charged by a contractor
would depend on the level of maintenance he was expected to provide.
Tree works are now inexorably linked with the Council’s Tree Management policy and
required to be undertaken as part of statutory health and safety requirements.
Panel Recommendations/Observations
The panel (in noting that the Council had recently agreed that the Parks and Premises Operative
who had recently left the Council not be replaced but monies allocated instead for self‐
employed local horticultural help) did not feel it appropriate that further staff changes be made
at this time.
However there was a general acceptance that it was important that the Parks and Premises
Manager devised a comprehensive schedule of maintenance in respect of grass‐cutting and
shrub trimming that would be applicable for use both internally and externally. With such a
document, the external market could be tested periodically (and especially when a member of
the Parks and Premises team left) as to whether it could provide an equally good service at a
price better than the cost of an operative with associated on‐costs.
The panel would also like to see a schedule broken down seasonally between winter and
summer. It would appear that the former workload is often determined by the weather where
the latter is busy regardless. By producing such a schedule, the Council would be better able to
determine whether the approach taken by Leighton Linslade Town Council, namely hiring
seasonal workers, would be appropriate for Chesham.
The panel have noted that the staff are receiving on‐going training and certification for tree
works and this was considered highly beneficial to ensure small jobs could be undertaken
quickly without having to rely on a contractor.

d.
Flower Beds
An estimated £6,000 plus figure is set by the team working on the flower‐beds with an
additional £250 spent on the bulbs/contractors. Obviously the Council could save monies by
simply not maintaining flower‐beds. Alternatively the Council could look to see whether any
voluntary groups would take them over.
Panel Recommendations/Observations
The Panel understands that the idea of scrapping flower‐beds would be highly contentious.
Again it believes having a schedule of planting, etc. for the flower‐beds would be desirable so
external options could be considered.
The use of a Friends’ group was considered a big, and perhaps unreasonable, commitment by
the panel. However the Friends of Lowndes Park will be taking this on in the park.
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The sponsorship of the flower‐beds was also thought worthy of consideration.

e.
Bin Round Emptying and Play Area Inspection
Man hour costs are in the region of £12,000 (which includes the small repairs the team
undertake for the play‐areas). Many of these tasks are undertaken together for logistical
reasons e.g. the bins in Marston Field will be emptied while the play area there is inspected.
It is therefore difficult to see how savings could be achieved by contractors as it would
require two specialised companies to undertake the separate tasks.
Panel Recommendations/Observations
Both tasks have to be performed and it was agreed it made sense that they are done together
by an in‐house team.

f.
Football Pitches
Preparation of the football pitches is estimated to be £1,800 in man hours (including
cleaning of Codmore Pavilion) plus another £1,420 incurred for pre‐season preparation.
Income is around £5,000 per annum (includes Chesham Athletic’s block booking of the
Moor).
Panel Recommendations/Observations
As the fields are already cut, the panel can see no reason to change the football operation.
Already staffing is down to a minimum with the clubs charged with locking and unlocking
Codmore Pavilion at weekends rather than paying staff overtime.

g.
Hanging Baskets and Planters
This is a service that can easily be kept or terminated as it is all outsourced at a cost of
£9,500 (the summer hanging baskets extended along Broad Street have already been
dropped).
Panel Recommendations/Observations
The panel appreciate that the hanging baskets and planters are well‐received by the public, but
are equally aware that there could be a significant reallocation of the budgets set aside for
flowers and planting in times of great financial pressure.

h.
General Services and Ad Hoc Tasks
Part of the review has been to try and show what works undertaken by the Parks and
Premises team are reactive and what are proactive. The general repairs and tasks are listed
as cleaning of all structures and facilities including bus shelters, notice‐boards, fences and
gates, bollards and barriers, litter bins and dog waste bins, public benches, gazebo, etc. Also
maintenance and control of the fountain, Skottowes Pond and Island in Lowndes Park. The
Parks and Premises Manager has attempted to highlight the times and man hours spent on
these tasks in appendix IV as a snapshot and overall it is estimated that 2,800 hours are
committed to these tasks giving a total of almost £42,000.
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Panel Recommendations/Observations
The panel agreed that clearly this work encapsulates the whole ethos of the Parks and Premises
team and the way it functions as a unit. These tasks are highly diverse and usually, but not
exclusively, reactive. Outsourcing or even downsizing these tasks, because of their diversity
would be almost impossible.

(ii)

COULD CERTAIN SERVICES BE EFFECTIVELY ‘OUTSOURCED’ AS A WHOLE E.G. THE
CEMETERY TO OFFER COST SAVINGS?
The opportunities to outsource services as a whole would appear to be limited. As stated
above, there are opportunities to perhaps ‘hive off’ some of the maintenance works such as
grass cutting once the specification has been written. Due to the complexity and the range
of the services, it is extremely unlikely that any company could successfully manage all of
the services, particularly to tackle the many reactive jobs that are required.
Another option would be to put the whole service into a Trust. However this would still
need to be closely linked to the Council with the same employees transferred across to a
new not‐for‐profit company. The Council has already looked at transferring both the Elgiva
Theatre and the Chesham Moor Gym and Swim Centre into similar trust status and have
found the financial advantages to be negligible.
The Cemetery is a more self contained unit and there are companies which would manage a
facility completely on behalf of the Council. The Clerk has contacted one such company to
discuss this further, and a preliminary meeting was held on 28th March 2011. The Clerk is
currently waiting for an indication of the likely management costs following this meeting.
Panel Recommendations/Observations
The panel agreed that contracting out the whole service was not really practicable, but in
future years certain areas such as grass‐cutting and horticultural tasks could be considered.
The possibility of contracting out the Cemetery in its entirety was deemed worthy of a review
before the current grass‐cutting of the Cemetery expires at the end of March 2012, dependent
on whether estimates for this contract proved attractive.

(iii)

COULD FRIENDS’ GROUPS TAKE OVER MORE OF AN OPERATIONAL ROLE? THE
OBVIOUS EXAMPLE BEING THE ALLOTMENTS GROUP UNDERTAKING SELF‐
MANAGEMENT.

The Friends’ groups already undertake a lot of work on behalf of the Council and capacity
for doing any more meaningful work is questionable. However extra works are being
undertaken by the Allotments Group now that it has been confirmed that volunteers are
insured under the Council’s Public Liability cover (subject to them using Council tools and
being instructed in the works by officers). The Allotments Group has indicated it is prepared
15

to cut the Asheridge Road hedge for instance. The Friends of Lowndes Park continue with its
excellent horticultural work in the park and the Friends of Chesham Cemetery manage the
wildflower area in that facility and are developing floral displays around the Chapel.
The question of self‐management is another matter. The visit to Berkhamsted Town Council
to see how it runs its allotments was very instructive. Four years ago the Allotments Group
was proposing to self‐manage its allotments. However it pulled back from this as the main
driving force moved away and there was not the will amongst other Committee members to
take this on. Such a reservation has also been raised by the current Chairman of our
Allotments Group.
Panel Recommendations/Observations
The panel believes that there are opportunities to expand the Friends’ roles in aiding with tasks.
However the panel is conscious that the Friends’ groups are volunteers and it would be wrong
for the Council to assume that any allocated tasks can be definitely fulfilled because of this and
contingency plans need to be in place to ensure that all tasks are completed.
The panel shares the reservations of the Allotments Group is respect to total self‐management
and would only look to progress this further if the request came from the group itself.

(iv)

COULD THE PARKS AND PREMISES TEAM LOOK TO GENERATE INCOME BY BIDDING
TO UNDERTAKE WORKS IN NEARBY PARISHES BY EXPANDING THE DEVOLVED
SERVICES ROLE?
Expanding the service provision can be undertaken in two ways, either by increasing the role
taken on from Buckinghamshire County Council through devolved services or looking to take
contracts from smaller parishes.
The former, while offering a valuable service to the people of Chesham particularly during
periods of bad weather with High Street gritting, is not an income generator is so far as it is
supposed to be ‘cash neutral’. Nevertheless, if the Parks and Premises team rein back on
some of its core services, it would have more time to commit to supporting BCC and
therefore be a sub‐contractor for certain services.
Undertaking limited works for other parishes is also a possibility. However Amersham Town
Council has already been proactive in this area and as has been seen with the site visits, is
much better resourced than this Council as far as in‐house staff and equipment is
concerned.
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Panel Recommendations/Observations
The panel has reservations on extending Devolved Services with BCC for the reason that this
funding is far from secure and therefore reliance on this budget stream which is out of the
Council’s hands is a dangerous one. Nevertheless a lot of highway improvement works,
particularly gritting the High Street, etc., is greatly valued by the public and if funding can be
guaranteed over a longer period of time then an expansion in this area, possibly based on the
ATC model, should be considered.
Bidding for other smaller grass‐cutting contracts to raise income seems a safer option and it is
suggested that officers make enquiries with local parishes to ascertain need and potential
contracts.

(v)

COULD JOINT WORKING WITH AMERSHAM TOWN COUNCIL OFFER MUTUALLY
BENEFICIAL COST SAVINGS FOR BOTH COUNCILS?
The meeting between the Deputy Mayor and Town Clerk of this Council and the Mayor and
Town Clerk of Amersham Town Council in respect of shared services was extremely positive.
As a next step, there will be discussions to look at key times in the seasons where the two
Parks and Premises teams have high demands on their time to see if they can assist one
another in sharing both man power and equipment on an occasional basis. Any agreement
would be based on a memorandum of understanding rather than Amersham making a profit
from work in Chesham.
A linked option is to use ATC simply as a sub‐contractor on the assumption that its well‐
resourced Parks and Open Spaces team (as evidenced on the site visit) would be able to
undertake contractual tasks more cheaply. However it should be said that ATC did put in a
proposal to undertake the Council’s Cemetery grass‐cutting and this was well in excess of
the current contractor’s tender.
Panel Recommendations/Observations
The Panel is aware that the Parks and Premises Manager has expressed his concerns about the
potential impact of this proposal on staff motivation, explaining that his team have a strong
sense of ownership of Chesham’s open spaces and would be very reluctant to be involved in a
proposal that could threaten this and, also, that his department was too short‐staffed to be
able to spare much, if any, manpower. However the panel believed that this option should be
progressed further. It accepted that it would be difficult to organise a simple 50/50 split on time
and resources but suggests it may be possible that in return for Amersham’s equipment and
manpower, Chesham could offer something different in return, such as expertise or
administrative support. It was agreed that shared services in principle should not just be
confined to the Parks and Premises service but looked at collectively. If ATC does have under‐
capacity within its parks team, it was felt it would be foolish not to investigate further whether
it could be cheaply utilised by this Council.
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7.

Environmental Performance

When a draft of this report was put to the Council’s Performance Review Committee in April
2011, the Committee requested that the Parks and Premises Department’s performance in
relation to the Council’s Environmental Policy should be considered within the final report.
The Parks and Premises Department has due regard to the environment wherever possible
in its management of the Council’s open spaces. The awarding of Green Flag status for
Lowndes Park recognises that the park is managed in an environmentally sensitive manner,
which includes a total prohibition of the use of pesticides. More generally, the Parks and
Premises Manager has reviewed the use of herbicide application (the only type of pesticide
used by the department) and reduced the proportion of areas sprayed significantly.
Where possible, the plants used in the town’s displays are sourced locally. The Manager has
also reviewed the type of plants used in bedding displays. Due to the trend towards drier
summers, small, shallow‐rooted species are no longer being used in order to reduce the
amount of watering required. The Manager is also considering increasing the proportion of
perennial shrubs in the town’s displays to further reduce the amount of water used.
Conserving water is particularly important in Chesham, due to the severe pressure that the
town’s chalk stream faces as a result of over‐abstraction for public water supply. Therefore,
the department has banned the use of hose pipes for watering allotment plots and the team
are very responsive to reports of water leaks on the Council’s open spaces. The Manager is a
member of the Impress the Chess partnership and was actively involved in the award‐
winning Meades Water Gardens regeneration project, which saw the reinstatement of a
stretch of chalk stream in the public gardens. Permission is granted to BBOWT to enable
water vole surveys on riparian stretches of Council land.
The department actively recycles materials in‐house. For example, large woody material
from tree maintenance is converted into chippings, which are used on footpaths or provided
to allotment holders. Compost is created at the depot from green waste and is used on
flower beds. Leaf‐miner infested chestnut leaves are stored appropriately to destroy the
pest and prevent it from infesting other trees before being used as a material to top up
graves in the cemetery. Three trial recycling bins have been installed in Lowndes Park in
2011 to encourage recycling by the park’s users.
It is acknowledged that the cemetery has the potential to host a biodiverse chalk grassland
habitat, but that the cemetery management must be sensitive to the needs of bereaved
visitors. The Parks and Premises team are working in partnership with the Friends of
Chesham Cemetery in long‐term support of a wildflower project in an older section of the
cemetery. The Manager is liaising with the Chesham & District Natural History Society to
investigate the wildlife potential of the upper area of Lowndes Park and Berkhampstead
Field, with a view to managing these areas for native wildlife. The department also oversees
the management of invasive weeds on the Council’s land, including a three year programme
to eradicate Japanese Knotweed from Chesham Moor.
A tree management policy has been introduced to safeguard the tree populations on
Council land. In addition to a commitment to tree planting, there has been significant
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investment in tree works to ensure that mature trees can be maintained without posing a
threat to the safety of open space users.
The Parks and Premises Department manages the footpaths and informal paths on Council
land to promote safe walking around town, which ranges from relatively minor works, such
as repairing gates and fencing, to the total upgrading of the footpaths in Meades Water
Gardens to improve accessibility for all.
The successful management of the allotments has lead to full tenancy of all sites in recent
years, contributing to the reduction in food miles consumed by the community as residents
are able to grow their own produce. The department also assists with the display of signage
to promote the monthly local produce market, which makes local food more easily available
to the community.
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8.

Final Conclusions and Recommendations

In its review, it is apparent to the panel that the Parks and Premises team is far from being
over‐large in comparison with other Councils and that its dedicated officers work very hard
and they are very proud of their collective efforts on behalf of the town. However by its very
reactive nature to tackling tasks, it has meant it has been hard for the panel to simply
compare its work with a possible outside contractor on a simple time/cost basis.
In order for the Council in future to consider making savings to the services without losing
the quality of provision, it is felt that certain areas of weakness need addressing, most
notably in time recording; the development of a schedule of works for future comparisons
with contractors; a need to articulate the different tasks undertaken between the seasons,
and documentation to cover the matter of ‘Succession planning’.
In light of this, the Panel make the recommendations overleaf to improve the service and to
develop a more robust template for the service’s operation in future years.
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Recommendations:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

11.
12.

13.

14.
15.

Keep a small, proactive and reactive Parks and Premises team with a satisfactory
budget to use both contractors and seasonal workers if necessary.
Core general ad hoc works continue to be undertaken by the Parks and Premises team.
The Parks and Premises Manager to write a schedule of works/specifications for all
horticultural and grass‐cutting tasks so these can be tested against ‘the market’ on a
periodic basis.
Time recording of tasks undertaken by the current team needs to be improved e.g.
time taken to cut and prepare a football pitch so it can be compared with contractors
on a periodic basis.
On‐going and regular maintenance tasks need to be recorded for continuity purposes in
the event of the Parks and Premises Manager leaving or being on long‐term sick leave.
The seasonal differences between the workloads need to be articulated so the Council
can make a decision as to whether the size of the Parks and Premises team can vary
between winter and summer months.
Small tasks, currently undertaken by the Parks and Premises team at premises e.g.
small plumbing jobs at the Elgiva, should be undertaken by officers at those centres but
essentially the idea of a Parks and Premises team should remain.
A strategy needs to be devised to ensure that grass‐cutting at the Cemetery remains at
its current standard with no financial increase after the current 2011/12 contract
expires if the contractual price is likely to increase significantly.
Working with Chesham in Bloom and Friends of Lowndes Park on flowerbed
maintenance and progressing sponsorship opportunities for the flowerbeds.
The outsourcing of the Cemetery be further investigated before the current grass‐
cutting contract expires in March 2012 dependent on indicative figures supplied by
these bespoke companies.
Friends groups to be approached to take on further tasks but with the Parks and
Premises Manager satisfied these can be completed to a satisfactory level.
The hire charge for Lowndes Park and other recreation areas for community events be
reviewed and possibly uplifted to reflect officer time committed to preparation of
these events.
The Council consider taking on further devolved services from Buckinghamshire County
Council but only following a commitment to long term funding from BCC. A sudden
withdrawal of funding could have a serious effect both on service provision and staffing
implications.
The Parks and Premises Manager to examine in detail the opportunities for small scale
contracts with other Councils and the resource implications.
Further discussions with Amersham Town Council to be progressed with a view to
developing shared services.
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PARKS & PREMISES
SERVICE REVIEW

Minutes of the meeting held on Wednesday 7th July 2010 at Chesham Town Hall at
10 am.
PRESENT:
Cllr Tina Michael (TM), Councillor (Chairing)
Bill Richards (BR), Town Clerk
Bob Ayres (BA), Parks & Premises Manager
Phil Folly (PF), Friends of Chesham Cemetery\Friends of Lowndes Park
Kathryn Graves (KG), Policy & Projects Officer
1.
Amendment
It was noted that the agenda had an incorrect title and should be amended.
2.
Apologies
Cllr Fayyaz was unable to attend the meeting.
3.
Introduction to the Service Review and Overview of Existing Service
BA provided a brief overview of the services provided by the Parks and Premises
Department, as outlined in the Baseline Document. The service is currently provided
by five full‐time members of staff, one part‐time member of staff and contractors.
One full‐time post is currently on hold, with half of the post’s salary being used for
contractors.
BR explained that a major purpose of the review is to examine what services the
department currently provides, what could be achieved with more money (e.g.
through devolved services), any areas for potential savings and what impact this
would have on service provision.
BA said that the work of the department is increasingly challenging, in no small part
due to the amount of checks and records required to comply with Health and Safety.
(i)
Cemetery Grass Cutting
As an example, the cemetery grass cutting was considered. This currently takes the
majority of the contractors’ budget. The cost of cutting the cemetery for this year is
c. £18,000. In BA’s view, the grass is now being cut to a high standard and is good
value. PF said that he felt that the grass was being cut too frequently, having a
negative impact on the floral diversity and is expensive. BA said that he was
responding to the wishes of the majority and that he is reluctant to change the
service. BA said that the grass needs to be kept short, as long grass is difficult to cut
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and when long cuttings are left after mowing, they elicit complaints. The majority of
the cemetery is not suitable to be cut by a box mower which is capable of collecting
the cuttings.
TM suggested that this is an area that could be looked into, as we know the cost of
cutting, the level of service provided currently and that there is some debate over
the level of service required. BA suggested, however, that it would be possible to
have the same discussion on all of the open spaces managed by the town council.
BR said that there is a need to manage the public’s expectations, but he said that in
previous years he has received more complaints about the cemetery than any other
service area. BA described the previous Wildflower Project and explained that the
project was shut down following complaints. TM asked PF what the Friends of
Chesham Cemetery would like to see happen. PF said that the Friends are very
grateful to BA and the council for allowing the small wildflower area that still exists
and that it is a particularly important site for biodiversity, as it is the only known site
in Chesham where harebell exists. However, the present site is not particularly
suitable as it is too shady.
BR said that this example demonstrated the importance of explaining why we do
things in the way that we do them, and how much the service provision costs.
(ii)
Task Logs
The group then looked at the log of daily tasks for the Parks and Premises staff,
although BA explained that the log would look very different if it had been taken at
different times of the year. BA said that a noticeable feature of the log is that his
staff are sent to many different sites to react to issues, making it difficult to get on
with regular tasks, such as grass cutting. Because Parks and Premises service had so
many facilities and open spaces, BA said that their work is always being interrupted
and that it will only become more difficult with the demands of Health and Safety.
TM asked how many hours of weekend overtime are worked and what proportion of
costs can be allocated to this. BR said that the cemetery locking costs £5,250 per
year and that the skatepark locking costs approximately £2,500. However, the costs
of other weekend working, such as for events like the bands in the park and the
Donkey Derby, would need to be calculated.
When looking at the log of BA’s time, he said that he found it very difficult to assess
because of the amount of his time spent dealing with phone calls, emails and
administration.
TM said that overall it would appear that the cemetery takes up a lot of time and
resources. TM then asked whether the information provided in the logs suggested
that anything could be done differently. BA said that he has already tried to make
the department function as efficiently as possible and did not believe that things
could be done differently.
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TM asked whether volunteers assisted the Parks and Premises team. BA said that
Sharon McEwan assisted with some administration work, but said that the facilities
at the Depot were not of a standard that would be suitable for volunteers in general
and that there is a lack of space. Whilst TM said that it was a balancing act in the
amount of time and supervision that would be taken up overseeing volunteers
versus the amount of benefit obtained from the work they do, she suggested that BA
could consider areas where volunteers might be able to assist. PF said that Voluntary
Action is always interested in placing volunteers.
BR said that the discussions at the meeting so far have highlighted how diverse the
tasks are that the Parks and Premises department undertake. BR suggested that the
core areas, e.g. grass cutting, should be examined and then the more peripheral
tasks should be looked at separately, e.g. preparing for events. There is a particular
need to look at this area, as the council only charges £100 for hire of an open space
for an event and in many cases the £100 is reclaimed through the town council’s
charitable donations scheme. Whilst it is appropriate for the council to support
community events, BR said that there was a need to establish the costs involved in
doing so.
(iii)
Contractors
BA explained that this year’s contractors’ budget of £28,635 is the normal budget
plus 50% of the salary of the post that is currently on hold. BA said that he has
significantly reduced the amount of money spent on herbicide treatments and has
also made savings through getting multiple quotes on a number of tasks.
TM asked what proportion of the overall Parks and Premises budget is allocated to
contractor costs. BR said that he will obtain this data.
TM said it was worth examining whether it is more effective to use in‐house staff or
contractors. BA said that it would not be possible to do all the tasks in‐house without
the purchase of expensive equipment, e.g. a flail mower for hedge trimming. PF said
that the cemetery had benefitted from the presence of a full‐time, in‐house member
of staff and said that in some cases contractors do not have the same level of care.
BA countered this by saying that you would always get good and bad contractors,
and that the same was true of in‐house staff.
4.
Next Steps
TM suggested that it is important to look at the cost centres and identify how much
money different tasks or areas are costing, e.g. in‐house grass cutting. BA said,
however, that the cost of certain tasks would vary from year to year depending on
environmental conditions.
It was agreed that BA, BR and SP would go through the budgets in advance of the
next meeting to identify the areas/tasks and the costs associated with them. TM
emphasized that it is important that this review does not take up an excessive
amount of officer time.
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BR said that it will also be crucial to identify what functions must be retained to
comply with Health and Safety.
5.
Date of Next Meeting
The next meeting will be held on Wednesday 1st September at 10 am.
The meeting closed at 11.10 am.
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PARKS & PREMISES
SERVICE REVIEW

Minutes of the meeting held on Wednesday 1st September 2010 at Chesham Town
Hall at 10 am.
PRESENT:
Cllr Tina Michael (TM), Chesham Town Council Member (Chairing)
Bill Richards (BR), Town Clerk
Bob Ayres (BA), Parks & Premises Manager
Kathryn Graves (KG), Policy & Projects Officer
1.
Apologies
Apologies were received from Phil Folly (Friends of Chesham Cemetery\Friends of
Lowndes Park) and Cllr Justine Fulford.
TM expressed the view that the panel needed more members to be able to
effectively tackle such a large and diverse review.
2.
Cost Centres
BR explained that he, BA and Steve Pearson (Finance and Contracts Manager) had
held a meeting to analyse the number of man hours (including over time) and
contractors’ fees spent annually on different tasks, such a grass cutting, bin rounds,
play areas, etc. It was noted that the Depot overheads and machinery costs are not
included within this analysis.
The panel looked at the individual areas identified within the analysis. It was noted
that the locking of the cemetery gates, which is currently undertaken as overtime, is
currently subject to review. BR reported that he had held a meeting with Sunnyside
Road residents last week on the matter, at which they expressed the view that
keeping the cemetery unlocked 24‐h a day would exacerbate a number of anti‐social
behaviour issues already experienced in the road. BA said he was keen for a trial
opening of the cemetery.
Steve Pearson (SP) joined the meeting at 10.10 am.
SP explained that the figures presented for in‐house cost for grass‐cutting is based
on the council’s acreage and the number of maximum cuts undertaken during an
average season. SP advised the actual number of cuts for this season would likely to
considerably less than that estimated on the sheets. Therefore he suggested that
when he revised the figures in detail, the number of man hours estimated for this
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work will need to be reduced downwards, increasing the number of man hours and
costs associated with the ad hoc task category.
BA explained that the contractors’ bill for three herbicide sprays per year (£495) has
been approximately halved from previous years as a result of a spraying review
which BA undertook. TM noted that this would also have an environmental benefit.
SP said that the cemetery grass‐cutting this year has cost £16,720 in contractor’s
fees and the likely cost for next year will be £17‐18,000.
SP explained that the Bin Rounds category covers two men spending 5 hours a week
emptying bins on all the council’s land except Lowndes Park, costing £7,800 per year.
TM suggested that it would be useful to know how many bins were emptied so that
we could calculate the cost per bin.
The Litter Picking and Bin Round category covers the daily emptying of the park bins
and litter picking 364 days per year, at a cost of £11,132.
It was noted that 222 hours per year were spent on ad hoc tasks at the play areas,
such as maintaining equipment and fencing work. Contractors’ fees of £1,030 were
added to this category for grass cutting, however, this figure needs to be reassessed
as BA said that contractors do not cut the grass in these areas.
The football pitches cost £3,220 per year, with 120 internal man hours and £1,420
being spent on contractors for burning‐in the pitch lines, re‐seeding the goal mouths
and carrying out extra cuts. The income from pitch hires has not yet been brought to
this review, but SP said that the panel would also need to consider the costs
associated with the pavilion, to get the full picture regarding costs versus income. BR
reported that the Town Council had received a letter from the Sunday League stating
that our pitch hire is too expensive and does not compare well with pitches in other
areas, such as High Wycombe and Aylesbury. SP said that our pitch fees are
comparable to Amersham. BR suggested that part of the issue may be economies of
scale and that larger areas such as High Wycombe can spread their costs out over a
greater number of facilities, thereby reducing the costs per facility. SP said that a
number of clubs have already stopped hiring our pitches, which suggests that we
need to investigate the facilities that we provide and how much we charge. BR said
that the Council should consider whether it would be appropriate to subsidise the
football pitches, as we do other services, such as the allotments, the Elgiva and
Chesham Moor Gym & Swim.
The remaining man hours left over after the major tasks can be broken down into ad
hoc tasks, such as meter reading and equipment maintenance, etc. and Bob will
complete the list of tasks that this encompasses. This accounts for a significant
proportion of the man hours of the department. BR said that it would be worth
bringing to councillors’ attention that these are necessary tasks, but ones that would
be difficult to outsource.
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The amount of man hours spent on organising events and bands in the park was felt
to be very small compared to the benefit that these events bring to the town.
A total of 1,628 h of the Manager’s time is spent on management tasks such as
administration and overseeing contracts.
BA said that there was the potential to save money in the summer hanging basket
budget. Sixteen of the 82 baskets are located in Broad Street. BA feels that the street
scene there means that these baskets do not stand out sufficiently and that they
could be done away with saving approximately £800 per year.
TM asked whether those who had conducted the analysis felt that any items were
particularly outstanding. BR said that the amount of money spent on internal grass
cutting was substantial, but that reducing this would only save money by either (i)
losing staff or (ii) lowering the contractors’ budget and getting internal staff to take
on more of the previously outsourced work.
A saving of £12,000 has already been achieved through the loss of one staff member,
with 50% of the budget previously allocated to this staff member being spent on
contractors. BR suggested that this had not caused a noticeable decline in standards
around the town and it was felt that this saving could be maintained.
BA said that he did not feel that the contractors’ budget could be cut further as his
team is already struggling to manage certain jobs in the summer (such as topping up
graves and memorial testing) and that they were having to catch up with this work in
the quieter winter months.
SP said that the amount of money spent on contractors to cut the cemetery every
two weeks was substantial and could be reviewed. However, BR said that there were
fewer complaints regarding the cemetery now than had been received in the past.
BA said that the analysis had identified that the existing timesheets for his
department do not allow enough space for a detailed breakdown of the work
undertaken. SP and BR will work together to develop new timesheets that will
provide the information required by both the Finance department and to allow BA to
analyse his team’s workload.
BR suggested that we should compare the tree management and grass cutting
regimes with those of another authority. However, he said that comparisons with
Amersham Town Council need to be treated with caution as “green spaces” is their
main service area, which they put most of their resources into as they do not have
facilities like a pool or theatre. BR will make enquiries regarding a site visit to a
relatively large town council, such as Leighton Linslade or Dunstable.
TM thanked BR, BA and SP for the work involved in producing this analysis of the
department’s man hours.
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Steve Pearson left the meeting at 10.40 am.
TM suggested that it would be useful to have an overall summary of costs per service
area, e.g. play areas, Lowndes Park, sports pitches, etc. BR said that these figures
were available and would be tabled at the next meeting.
3.
Devolved Services
The Parks and Premises team cuts Windsor Road recreation ground on behalf of
Chiltern District Council and receives payment for this.
The Parks and Premises team also carried out a lot of winter gritting for Bucks
County Council during 2010, for which we were recharged.
BR explained that the Administration Manager has put together a twelve‐month
analysis of highways work devolved from Bucks County Council that is carried out by
the Town Hall Caretaker. This element of devolved services has been restricted to
the town centre as the Caretaker does not have a vehicle. The sort of work involved
includes checking on the barriers surrounding the culvert, cleaning off graffiti, gully
clearing, reporting overgrown hedges and removing fly‐posting.
The devolved services from Bucks County Council are approximately cash neutral.
Therefore, in considering whether to extend devolved services, the main
consideration is whether this would provide a benefit to the town. BR has met with
Bucks County Council to discuss increasing the devolvement to Chesham following
the approach taken by Amersham, including leasing a van and employing a part‐time
operative. BR said there may also be the option for such an operative to carry out
some work for the Town Council. BR said that such a move would open up the
possibility of hiring out our services to the surrounding parishes, although whether
this would be appropriate, as we would be competing with private contractors,
would require careful consideration. It was agreed that a site visit should be
conducted to Amersham Town Council during October to see how the system works
for them.
4.
Date of Next Meeting
The date of the next meeting was set as 27th October 2010 at 10 am, providing the
meeting does not clash with half term, in which case the meeting will be set for
Wednesday 20th October at 10 am.
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PARKS & PREMISES
SERVICE REVIEW

Minutes of the meeting held on Thursday 21st October 2010 at Chesham Town Hall
at 10 am.
PRESENT:
Cllr Tina Michael (TM), Chesham Town Council Member (Chairing)
Cllr Justine Fulford (JF), Chesham Town Council Member
Bill Richards (BR), Town Clerk
Bob Ayres (BA), Parks & Premises Manager
Kathryn Graves (KG), Policy & Projects Officer
1.
Apologies
Apologies were received from Phil Folly (Friends of Chesham Cemetery/Friends of
Lowndes Park).
2.
Minutes of the Meeting of the 1st September 2010
The minutes of the meeting of the 1st September 2010 were accepted as a correct
record.
3.
Feedback from Site Visits
(i)
Amersham Town Council
Those present at the site visit agreed that the physical resources of Amersham’s
Parks team, in terms of equipment and buildings, was far in excess of Chesham’s
resources. BR said that the size of, and access to, Chesham’s Depot is a severely
restricting factor if the Council wanted to take the majority of the department’s
workload back in‐house. BR said it was important to note that the amount of
reserves required for maintaining and replacing Amersham’s equipment is an issue
of concern for Amersham Town Council. Therefore, the funding for repairs and
renewals must be considered when weighing up the balance of contractors and in‐
house work for Chesham. JF suggested that it would be helpful to establish what the
equivalent costs would be for pensions, equipment, etc. to carry out in‐house the
work that is currently done by contractors.
BA queried whether the level of equipment held by Amersham was necessary for the
work that they do. JF asked whether the equipment was used when the Parks
Department’s services were contracted out to other parishes, such as Little Chalfont.
TM explained that the work with Little Chalfont resulted from the historical working
arrangement before Little Chalfont became a parish in its own right. Amersham
Town Council is currently negotiating work in other areas, such as Gerrards Cross,
through the County Council’s devolved services. However, TM sounded a note of
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caution that the future of devolved services is uncertain due to the County Council’s
funding position. BA also added that he would struggle to cope with an increased
amount of devolved services work, as he is the only department manager, whereas
Amersham has two managers.
It was noted that Amersham, similar to Chesham, is seeing a decline in pitch hire,
even though Hervines Park is used as an overflow facility by Dr Challoner’s Grammar
School. Both Chesham’s secondary schools have large sports pitches, meaning that
demand for pitch hire from the local schools is unlikely.
It was concluded that Amersham Town Council’s Parks Department has a very
different set‐up to Chesham, particularly as Amersham Town Council does not run
many other services and is highly focused upon its open spaces.
(ii)
Leighton Linslade Town Council
BR summarised the parks and open spaces facilities of Leighton Linslade, which has a
population approximately 50% greater than Chesham. BR concluded that Leighton
Linslade did not do anything radically different to Chesham, using a mixture of
contractors and in‐house work.
One stand‐out fact was that neither council used “friends” groups, whereas Chesham
Town Council relies heavily upon its friends groups to maintain standards. BA
pointed out, however, that the friends groups do require his time to manage them.
TM concluded from these visits that Chesham operates under different conditions to
both councils and that it is important for Chesham to find its own way.
4.
Time Management
JF suggested that it would be useful to identify an average of how much time was
required per year for routine tasks, e.g. mowing The Moor. This would enable us to
quantify what staff resources we require for the department’s regular tasks. BA
explained that this was very difficult to do due to the highly reactive nature of his
department’s work. BA cited an example that occurred this week when he had to
pull two members of staff off their scheduled work to unblock a toilet at The Elgiva,
as this is a job requiring a quick response. Due to the time involved in taking staff
away from a task, packing up equipment, etc. in addition to the time it takes to do
the reactive task itself, JF queried whether it would be more economic to use
contractors for such tasks. BR suggested that a fundamental part of the review could
be to consider whether the department should remain a “Parks and Premises”
department, or whether their focus should shift to concentrate solely on parks and
open spaces.
TM queried whether the proportion of the team’s time spent on premises versus
parks and open spaces was known. As this is not known, BA agreed to start logging
this between now and December.
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JF queried how the costs of maintaining the Elgiva, Gym & Swim and Town Hall were
recharged as these are separate cost centres. BR explained that the Finance and
Contracts Manager costs the Parks and Premises team’s time to the relevant centre
whenever possible.
BR said that it was a strength of the Parks and Premises team that its members can
respond quickly and inexpensively to tasks that require a quick fix. JF agreed that this
was true, providing the actual cost of taking staff away from proactive tasks to deal
with reactive tasks was understood. JF asked BA how much of his team’s time was
spent on reactive tasks. BR said that it would be possible to extrapolate this from the
month‐long log of the team’s work.
JF suggested that there were three elements to the department’s workload: (i)
proactive and routine tasks, (ii) reactive tasks, and (iii) community work, including
interacting with the public and working with friends groups. BR said that an element
of the review would be to decide whether the Council continues to operate in a
manner that is responsive to the community, or whether a more business‐like
approach is adopted which more strictly follows prescribed tasks and service
standards. TM was not convinced that adopting the latter approach would save
much money and the panel agreed that part of the ethos of the Council was to
respond to the community’s needs.
It was agreed that JF and BA would meet up to discuss time management in more
detail.
Action: Justine Fulford & Bob Ayres
Steve Pearson joined the meeting at 10.50 am.
5.
Costs Per Service Area
SP provided a handout of the costs per service area. TM explained that she had
requested this information in order to understand how much it costs to operate each
service and where the income comes from to facilitate discussions on options for the
future.
JF pointed out that the wages cost for the Cemetery is identical to the figure for the
Depot overheads for the Cemetery. SP said that he would check these figures.
Action: Steve Pearson
JF said that it would be helpful to have a figure to show the costs for premises work.
SP said that if such work has been identified on the timesheets, it will have been
presented on his handout under “sundries”.
JF said she would prefer holiday hours to be excluded from the category covering
sick leave, training and depot maintenance.
BR advised caution when comparing Chesham’s figures against those of Amersham
and Leighton Linslade. For example, Leighton Linslade’s figures show that their
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cemetery costs £23,000 per year, compared to £67,425 for Chesham, but their figure
does not appear to include depreciation, overheads or administration ‘re‐charge’
figures. In terms of income, it was noted that Leighton Linslade charges quadruple
fees for non‐resident interments, whereas we charge double fees in Chesham. Some
authorities charge ten times as much for non‐resident interments, so it was
suggested that the standard practice for charges for non‐resident interments is
investigated.
TM concluded that the financial figures have enabled the panel to identify what it
costs to provide the department’s services for a year. This has established the
parameters within which the service could be changed, in terms of the level of
service that is provided and whether it is carried out in‐house or by contractors.
6.
Next Steps
It was agreed that an interim progress report will be presented to the Performance
Review Committee on the 13th December 2010, to ascertain whether the Committee
feels that the review has the right approach. The draft report will be circulated to the
panel beforehand.
Action: Bill Richards and Kathryn Graves
7.
Date of Next Meeting
The next panel meeting will be set for a date following the Performance Review
Committee meeting.
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PARKS & PREMISES
SERVICE REVIEW

Minutes of the meeting held on Tuesday 8th February 2011 at Chesham Town Hall at
9.30 am.
PRESENT:
Cllr Tina Michael (TM), Chesham Town Council Member (Chairing)
Cllr Justine Fulford (JF), Chesham Town Council Member
Bill Richards (BR), Town Clerk
Bob Ayres (BA), Parks & Premises Manager
Kathryn Graves (KG), Policy & Projects Officer
Phil Folly (PF), Friends of Chesham Cemetery/Friends of Lowndes Park
1.
Minutes of the Meeting of the 20th October 2010
The minutes of the meeting of the 20th October 2010 were accepted as a correct
record. Steve Pearson will be asked to feedback on the check that he was going to
carry out on figures relating to Depot overheads and the wages for the cemetery.
2.
Time Management
The panel considered the need for a new timesheet for the Parks and Premises
officers to enable them to record the allocation of their time more accurately. TM
emphasised that any alterations to the timesheet should not necessitate any
significantly greater amount of time spent on analysis by the Finance team.
JF said that it was not possible from the current timesheets to establish how much
time different services were costing, citing the example of the football pitches,
where the majority of the costs are accounted for under the category of “pitches”,
but that mowing the pitches is recorded separately under the general “mowing”
category. TM concurred that accessing this type of data would be helpful to
understand how much a specific service costs to run in‐house should the Council
wish to consider contracting out that service.
JF proposed that the new timesheet under consideration could be amended further
to enable the staff to indicate not only what site they were working on, but what
task they were carrying out at that site. It was agreed that a draft timesheet be
drawn up to see if it could provide all the data necessary to understand how much
time is spent on specific tasks, as well as being manageable for the Parks and
Premises officers to use.
BR said that a key question that had been raised by looking at time management was
whether the department continues to operate with its current mixture of
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contractors and in‐house staff, or whether the amount of contracted work is
extended, with a resulting reduction in staff size. The consensus of the panel was
that the existing in‐house team is providing good value for money and that any
further reductions in staffing would reduce the reactiveness of the team, which is
one of its key assets. Furthermore, the team would not be able to function
adequately during periods of sick leave or holiday. The panel concluded that it was
vital to retain a core Parks and Premises team.
PF described the effective working relationship between the various Friends groups
and the Parks and Premises team and said that this would be likely to be lost if whole
service areas were contracted out.
The panel then considered whether we should be reducing the amount of work that
was contracted out by using a seasonal in‐house worker. BA said that he did not feel
that his depot had the facilities, including a mess room and an additional vehicle to
accommodate an extra worker and that he preferred the flexibility of using the
budget for bringing in contractors, who have their own vehicles and equipment, as
and when he needs extra help or specialised tasks undertaken. JF said that a good
way of assessing whether the contractors are offering value for money was to
compare their costs against the amount of man hours it would take to carry out the
task in‐house, as well as taking into account any specific equipment that would be
required.
3.
Shared Services with Amersham Town Council Discussions
BR explained that a positive meeting had been held with the Town Clerk and Mayor
of Amersham to broadly look at sharing services across the councils, including the
Parks and Premises teams. As a next step, there will be discussions to look at key
times in the seasons where the two Parks and Premises teams have high demands
on their time to see if they can assist one another in sharing both man power and
equipment.
BA expressed his concerns about the potential impact of this proposal on staff
motivation. He explained that his team have a strong sense of ownership of
Chesham’s open spaces and would be very reluctant to be involved in a proposal
that could threaten this. BR said that rather than the two departments being
amalgamated, the sharing of services would be likely to see the two teams working
across sites on an occasional basis. BA suggested that his department was too short‐
staffed to be able to spare much, if any, manpower. The panel said that it was
possible that in return for Amersham’s equipment and manpower, Chesham could
offer something different in return, such as expertise or administrative support.
BA said that he could envisage utilising Amersham Town Council as a contractor, but
BR suggested that the agreement between the two councils could be more of a
memorandum of understanding rather than Amersham making a profit from work in
Chesham. BR said that the agreement would be a two‐way support process for both
councils, but that owing to the difference in resources between the two
organisations, it would not be an even 50:50 split.
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BA emphasised that any such proposal should be progressed with extreme caution,
as he felt that the current mix of external contractors and in‐house staff was
providing good value for money.
4.
Questions Raised in the Interim Report to Performance Review
The panel considered the five questions highlighted in the interim report which
require answering before the completion of the review.
(i)
Can certain services be reduced, e.g. number of grass cuts per annum,
thereby reducing costs without dramatically affecting service provision? Could this
be done more cheaply and effectively by contractors?
The panel concluded earlier in the meeting that it would not be desirable to increase
the amount of contract work. However, it was felt that the discussions with
Amersham Town Council may also help to answer these questions.
(ii)
Could certain services be effectively ‘outsourced’ as a whole, e.g. the
cemetery, to offer cost savings?
The panel considered the possibility of outsourcing the cemetery as an example,
particularly as there is some precedent in this service area, with the Mosque
Committee moving towards conducting out‐of‐hours burials. It was noted that a
substantial amount of work is already outsourced, e.g. mowing and grave‐digging,
but to a variety of different organisations rather than to one management authority.
(iii)
Could Friends Groups take over more of an operational role? The obvious
example being the Allotments Group undertaking self‐management.
The panel considered whether the Friends groups could take on an active
management role. The issue of self‐management of the Asheridge Road allotments
had been investigated a number of years ago and had not been taken forward. PF
said that the Friends of Lowndes Park were willing to undertake a variety of practical
tasks to help in the running of the park, but in his opinion the self‐management of
the allotments was not feasible. It was agreed that the panel would revisit its
investigations of the Sunnyside allotments in Berkhamsted, which are self‐managed.
BR said that Chess Valley Sports and Leisure were an example of a community group
managing a council service. The panel noted that officer time would still be required
to oversee such Friends groups to ensure compliance with legislation and safety
requirements, etc.
(iv)
Could the Parks and Premises team look to generate income by bidding to
undertake works in nearby parishes by expanding the devolved services role?
This question is currently under consideration.
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(v)
Could joint working with ATC offer mutually beneficial cost savings for both
councils?
This question is also being investigated.
5.
Should the Team Remain “Parks & Premises” or Become “Parks” Only?
BA said that he was keen for the department to remain involved in both parks and
premises. It was agreed that the current system works well, offers good value and
also provides a more varied role for the Parks and Premises officers. BA suggested
that a number of small tasks, e.g. meter reading, could be conducted by other
sections to reduce the workload of the department.
6.
Date of Next Meeting
A provisional meeting date was set for Tuesday 29th March at 9.30 am at the Town
Hall, subject to the outcome of the next Performance Review meeting (21st
February).
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PARKS & PREMISES
SERVICE REVIEW

Minutes of the meeting held on Tuesday 29th March 2011 at Chesham Town Hall at
9.30 am.
PRESENT:
Cllr Tina Michael (TM), Chesham Town Council Member (Chairing)
Cllr Mohammad Fayyaz (MF), Chesham Town Council Member
Cllr Justine Fulford (JF), Chesham Town Council Member
Bill Richards (BR), Town Clerk
Bob Ayres (BA), Parks & Premises Manager
Kathryn Graves (KG), Policy & Projects Officer
Phil Folly (PF), Friends of Chesham Cemetery/Friends of Lowndes Park
1.
Minutes of the Meeting of the 8th February 2011
The minutes of the meeting of the 8th February 2011 were accepted as a correct
record. TM confirmed with the panel that they were still of the view expressed in the
minutes that it is vital to retain the core Parks and Premises team.
2.
Review of Visit to Berkhamsted Town Council
The panel discussed the recent visit to Berkhamsted Town Council to find out how
they had progressed with self‐management of Sunnyside Allotments since the
previous site visit in 2006. The panel agreed that the concerns over continuity of
management and dependence on volunteers that had prevented Berkhamsted Town
Council from progressing self‐management were equally pertinent to Chesham Town
Council, and indeed these same concerns had been expressed by the Chesham
Allotments Group.
TM expressed the view that the Town Council could only pursue the idea of self‐
management if this was something desired by the Allotments Group and that she
was concerned about the Council become overly‐reliant on the good will of
volunteers. However, TM emphasized that an active and strong Allotments Group
was to be welcomed.
3.
Service Review Draft Document
TM thanked BR for the production of such a comprehensive document which
accurately summed up the findings of this review. The panel then went through the
document page by page in order to discuss some aspects of the review further and
finalise the contents of the document.
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TM asked BA whether much time was involved in managing the contract for the
cemetery grass cutting. BA said that there was an initial period of intensive
monitoring, but now the grass cutting is well‐established and requires minimal input
from him.
In comparing our service with other town councils’, the view of the panel was that
neither of the town councils visited were particularly comparable with Chesham and
that no major best practices could be transferred across to this council. However, it
was noted that Leighton Linslade Town Council made use of seasonal workers and
that this was now being trialled at Chesham.
The panel considered the recommendations made for the different service areas:
Allotments
The panel explored how much work the Allotments Group could take on and it was
concluded that there was limited scope, although plans are well underway for the
Group to take on trimming the hedge at Asheridge Road allotments. TM asked
whether all plots are now being worked. PF said that there are a significant number
of plots that are not being cultivated and that should be reallocated more quickly. BR
said that the Council has increased the number of inspections that are conducted
each year, but that there is still a legal notice period before tenants can be evicted.
BA added that when large plots are vacated, they are being split into smaller plots
that are more likely to be cultivated.
Cemetery
BR felt that it was important for the Council to have a back‐up strategy in place
should the current grass cutting contractor no longer be suitable, e.g. if they
increased their costs significantly. If the grass cutting had to be taken back in‐house,
this would necessitate the reallocation of internal resources.
General Grass‐Cutting, Hedge‐Cutting, Tree Cutting and Shrub Maintenance
BR said he felt it was important to emphasise that the panel recognised that the
Parks and Premises team is now down to its absolute functioning limit and that no
further staffing reductions should be made.
BR explained that the recommendation to devise a schedule of general horticulture
tasks would enable the Council to test the market to confirm that the current in‐
house provision was providing good value for money.
BR suggested a breakdown of seasonal workloads would help people to understand
the important work carried out during the winter months, and also to assess the
need for supplementary seasonal workers in the busiest months.
BA explained that there are currently no restrictions on when his staff members can
take leave, and that this flexible system has always worked well to date. BA has
some concerns for the future now that some of his staff members have young
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children and are likely to want take leave during the school holidays. However, such
formal restrictions on staff leave were felt to be too draconian.
Flower Beds
The panel considered whether the flowerbeds should be planted up with shrubs
rather than annuals to re duce their maintenance requirements. There was a
consensus that if Friends groups were able to help maintain the beds, it would be
beneficial to the townscape to keep the high impact, annual planting style.
PF said that the Friends of Lowndes Park would be happy to help maintain the park’s
flower beds, providing the Council purchased the plants. However, PF said that the
Friends will be purchasing a clematis to grow up one wall of the toilet block to soften
its appearance. It was noted that the Friends have also recently taken over the
management of the beds in Archena Gardens. KG suggested that the Council
approaches Chesham in Bloom to see if they would be willing to maintain flower
beds elsewhere in town.
The panel also agreed that there was merit in investigating sponsorship for the beds.
Hanging Baskets and Planters
It was agreed to remove the empty baskets in Broad Street, as it was felt that these
would be judged negatively by Thames & Chilterns in Bloom. Whilst the £1400 saving
was appreciated, some panel members regretted the loss of the floral displays down
Broad Street and it was suggested that the Council may wish to revisit this decision
in the future.
General Services and Ad Hoc Tasks
The panel agreed that there was very little scope for volunteers to take on these
tasks. As much of this work is reactive, it is also unfeasible to use contractors.
Cllr Justine Fulford arrived at 10.30am.
The panel considered the potential for outsourcing entire service areas. BR has had a
preliminary discussion with a cemetery management company and will provide more
information when he has had further details from them. JF emphasised the need for
the Council to be clear that a contractor would have to provide the service at a lower
cost than it is currently costing in‐house in order to consider out‐sourcing the
service.
In considering whether Friends groups could take over a more operational role, BA
said that this would be restricted by health and safety considerations, e.g. it would
not be safe to allow the Friends of Chesham Cemetery to take over memorial testing.
The panel discussed whether to support the principle of joint working with
Amersham Town Council. After some debate, it was concluded that this idea was
worth investigating further.
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JF said that this report contained a lot of useful information that could be used as
the basis of developing a Parks and Premises Management Plan. BR said that this
information could be combined with the task specifications that BA will be drawing
up to create such a plan.
BR noted suggested amendments to the document and said that the final version of
the report will be submitted to a Performance Review Committee meeting on the
11th April.
TM thanked everybody on the panel for their participation in this review and
concluded that the review has shown how much value for money the Council gets
from its Parks and Premises Department, and that this fact should be highlighted
within the final report.
The meeting finished at 11.16 am.
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APPENDIX TWO
Day & Tasks – PARKS & PREMISES MANAGER
MONDAY 17th (after deducting breaks) 7hrs

Time

Discuss days commitments with Leading-Hand, issue weekly play equipment inspection sheets
Circus – connect water supply, take reading, check play equip: surface not encroached on by circus items

¼hr
½hr

Admin:
Staff time sheets – cost centres etc:,
book skip change (tel: call + P/O).
prepare paperwork for cemetery work.
call Leading-Hand on site re: mechanical problem.

1hr

Cemetery: memorial permanent make-safe procedure (call from Admin Manager re: forthcoming funerals).

4½hr

Admin:
check cemetery plans and call Admin Manger back re: funerals.
check / prepare cemetery plans and inspection lists for next phase of memorial make-safe procedure tomorrow.
check / fill in diary and wall charts.

¾hr

Total hrs 7hrs
TUESDAY 18th 7hrs
¼hr
Brief Leading-Hand
Cemetery: memorial permanent make-safe procedure (call from office re: change of funeral date, call from CDC re: dog bin contractor) 5½hr
Admin:
deal with skip lorry driver (sign receipt)
check / store away cemetery plans and inspection sheets.
read / answer as necessary 11 emails
writing this log

1¼

Total hrs 7hrs
1

DAY & TASKS
WEDNESDAY 19th 7 hrs
Admin:
Report pavilion vandalism to office and P.C.S.O’s & complete anti-social behaviour log.
Find out cemetery old plans for today’s task.
Read / answer as necessary five emails.
Complete diary & wall charts.
Cemetery: with Admin: Manager & Leading-hand finding and checking numerous graves for the new digital mapping system.
Total hrs
THURSDAY 20th 7hrs
Brief staff (Leading-Hand on leave)
Meet road surfacing contractors in Lowndes Park, discuss site safety, security of equipment etc:.
Meeting with P.C.S.O. re: vandalism at Codmore pavilion and the recreation ground
Look up and type list of recorded vandalism at Codmore that has occurred over the last six months, send by email to P.C.S.O.
Read and reply as necessary to emails
Brief staff twice more during the day – changing their duties as necessary.
Answer calls from Admin: Manager re: burials, Finance Manager re: invoices and football tournament
Meet contractor at depot re: forthcoming hedge cutting works
Check / write in diary and wall charts re: funerals, and the many forthcoming events
Check park – observe contractors site safety
Write list of tasks for next day, debrief staff
Continue writing this log for staff and myself
Total hrs

Time

1hr
6hrs
7hrs
¼hr
½hr
¼hr
¾hr
1¼hr
½hr
½hr
½hr
1hr
½hr
½hr
½hr
7hr

2

Day & tasks
Friday 21st 6½hrs
Brief staff (Leading-Hand on leave)
Call forestry contractor who hadn’t turned up & take two calls from Admin: Manager
Write task list for Monday, print more inspection sheets – prepare them for Monday, write P/O for cleaning materials
Check / answer emails
Cemetery with Admin: Manager finding and recording graves for the digital mapping
Check progress of staff (get update)
Deal with elec: meter reader re: depot and park electricity box
Read and respond to two emails – admin: assistant and P.C.S.O.
Provide Finance Manager with key to Nashleigh Hill Rec:
Continue writing this log
WEEKEND

Time

Total hrs
.

MONDAY 24th 7hrs
Brief staff (Leading-Hand on annual leave) time sheets, play equipment inspection sheets, write P/O for turf, prepare plan and peg for
marking grave for an interment. (receive call from Admin: Manager re: cancelled appointment).
Nashleigh Hill Rec: close up after circus – turn water off (reading), erect goal post, replace gate post, remove 20 bags rubbish, check
play equipment.
Lowndes Park: check door latch & toilet roll holder in gents toilet, check skate park shackle requirement, remove banner.
Cemetery: check out and mark grave for an interment.
Focus: buy door latch and toilet roll holder. (receive call from Town Clerk re: tasks for Probation Service).
Clock Tower: remove banner.
Admin: read / answer as necessary 10 emails, send one new email to T/Hall re: circus and water reading. Record Nash: Rec: water
reading, deal with diary and wall chart, do two holiday cards. Call from Finance Manager Re: Marston football event, call from
Forestry contractor re: hedge cutting prices. Doing this log.
Cemetery Chapel: clean & prepare chapel for funeral (inc: call at T/Hall – deliver time sheets & invoices, get petty cash).
Admin: finish today’s log. Call from Buckland Landscapes re: cemetery grass cutting, call KC & Co: re: Codmore vandalism, 3 emails

¼hr
¼hr
1hr
½hr
2½hr
¼hr
¼hr
¼hr
¼hr
1hr
6½hrs

1hr
1hr

1½hr

1½hr
1hr
1hr

Total hrs 7hrs
3

Day & Tasks
TUESDAY 25th 7hrs
Brief Leading-Hand, also collect him from Lisley Motors.
Admin: read / answer as necessary eight emails, do this & staff log, discuss water pressure problem at the allotments with two staff,
write P/O for materials, take call from Admin: Manager re: interment for tomorrow.

Time
1hr
1hr

Chesham Colour Supplies: buy painting tools & materials for community pay-back team due in the park on Thursday.
Focus DIY: try to buy hammerite paint. Park: show Leading- Hand works to be carried out by community pay-back team ( I will be
A/L), also check progress of Saunders Surfacing contractors resurfacing the park footpaths.
Depot: put all tools & materials in one place for the Leading-Hand to give to the community pay-back team.

2hr

Admin: write comprehensive list for the Leading-Hand re: tasks to be carried out over the next three days (in my absence) e.g. 2 x
funerals, Beer Festival, Green Flag, football tournament at Marston, forestry contractor. Write task list for following Tuesday and
inspection sheets – all for use on our return after the bank holiday.
Second call from Admin: Manager re: Wednesdays funeral.
Call from Town Clerk re: Green Flag & community pay-back team.
Cold call from play equipment company. Call from Finance Manager re: football tournament.
Visit from sales rep:, call from Town Clerk re: Gazebo, 2 x calls from Lisley Motors.
Send email to Policy & Projects Officer re: possibly dangerous CDC public bench.
Call from member of staff re: contractors machinery storage.
Call from grave digger re: suitable grave plot.
Call from Admin: Manager re: above.
Brief Leading-Hand re: next three days

3hr

Total hrs

7hrs

On leave now for three days, log continues with the Wed:/Thur:/Fri: of next week i.e. 1st June.
4

Day & Tasks
WEDNESDAY 2nd June 7hrs
Brief Leading-Hand
Admin: read /answer as necessary six emails, bring diary and wall charts up to date, check dates on road closure signs (carnival).
Write five P/O’s: for end of season goal mouth repairs, new tyre for works van, one days contract labour, cemetery grass cutting,
hedge cutting in Park Road and Codmore Field.
deal with the skip lorry driver. Call from KC & Co: re: depot drive widening and Codmore pavilion roof windows.
Visit from L. Vockins re: hedge cutting x 2.
Call from Leading-Hand re: St Marys Way lane closure (that failed to happen)
Email Policy & Projects Officer re: No Smoking signs.
Call from Saunders Surfacing re: the park path resurfacing. Call from the Town Clerk re: St Marys mausoleum.
Email 3 x Councillors re: visit to St Marys Church mausoleum.
Stencil change of date on five advance road closure warning signs (for the carnival).
KC & Co: arrived to start work on the depot drive. Discuss the spec:, access, spoil etc: & other works for us
Call from Policy & Projects Officer re: carnival, deal with eight invoices, check work progress with Leading-Hand.
Deal with mobile tyre fitter – new tyre for the Councils Ford Ranger.
List of tasks for tomorrow.
Reading minutes of meetings & notes from the Town Hall.
Doing this and my staffs log.
Call Finance & Contracts manager re: torch (lent to him & I need for tomorrow).

. Time

Total hrs

½hr

7hrs
5

Day & Task
THURSDAY 3rd 7hrs
Brief Leading-Hand
St Marys Church: check access to mausoleum for visit by councillor later today
Cemetery: dig plot for interment of cremated remains. Town Hall: collect torch from Finance & Contracts manager.
Admin: read / answer four emails, send one email to T/Clerk re: the mausoleum, and one to the Policy & Projects Officer re: meeting
St Marys Church mausoleum: check building with a councillor and the Town Clerk (re: safety of the structure)
Red Lion Street raised planter: erect and install sign re: the Girl Guiding Centenary Year.
Station Road notice board: check locking problem – report to Town Hall.
Admin: writing this and my staff’s log. Visit from Bowls Club Chairman re: access for coach.
Call Finance & Contracts manager re: Codmore disabled toilet. Liaise with contractors working in the depot. Check /
adjust diary and wall charts. Brief member of staff re: other tasks. Write list of tasks for tomorrow.
Receive two emails – one re: meeting, one re: Chiltern Voice. Check timber in store.
Check burial register is completed and ready for internment on Monday.
Debrief Leading-Hand. With the Leading-Hand, check workload for next week –
expecting one member of staff to be on paternity leave

Total

Time

1½hr
½hr
½hr
1½hr
½hr

2½hr

7hrs

6

Day & Tasks
Friday 4th 6½hrs
Brief Leading-Hand.
Call from a councillor re: compliment on the appearance of the cemetery.
Receive three emails: re: Girl Guiding centenary sign, one re: Elgiva old fridge.
Call from Finance & Contracts manager re: the Donkey Derby preparations.
Visit from Aylesbury College Assessor – to present me with my IT certificates.
Update Leading-Hand.
Call from Accounts Officer re: Dacorum Borough Council – cannot supply Winter bedding in future.
Liaise with contractors working on the depot drive.
Working on this and my staff’s log.
Call Sharon (Friends of the Cemetery) re: help locking the cemetery gates (usual operative becoming a father imminently!).
Call Bucklands Landscapes re: additional work grass cutting, write two P/O’s for this. Write an email with work requests to this
company (requested by them).
Call Dacorum BC re: Summer bedding due.
Call L.Vockins Garden Services re: hedge cutting works, write two P/O’s for this.
Discuss next week’s commitments with two staff in light of one staff members impending paternity leave.
Send email to Town Hall re: the cemetery locking / unlocking over the weekend.
Call Buckland Landscapes again re: the possibility of giving a quotation to supply bedding plants.
Update contractors budget.
Write list & prepare inspection sheets for Monday.
Total Hrs

Time

6½hr

See notes on page 8
7

Notes:
This log is reasonably accurate, but not 100%. It was more difficult than expected to record every conversation, telephone call and email. It was
certainly difficult to record the time taken with calls and conversations, and many weren’t recorded.
Some calls, conversations and emails will have been missed on the log.
This log could and would be very different for the different Seasons of the year.
Parks & Premises Manager
4 June 2010
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* inc: P&P Manager whose work schedule is recorded separately
DAY & TASKS – MAINTENANCE STAFF
MONDAY 17th 4 staff (1 annual leave) after deducting break time 4 x 7hr = 28hrs.

MEN

TIME

TOTAL

4½hr
1¼
¾hr
½hr
¾hr

9hr

2*

5hr

10hr*

2
_____

2½hr
_____

5hr
28hrs

1
1
1

¼hr
½hr
½hr

¼hr
½hr
½hr

1*
2
3
1
1
1
2
1

6½hr
½hr
1hr
1hr
¼hr
6¼hr
6½hr
2¾

6½*
1hr
3hr
1hr
¼hr
6¼hr

weekly bin round & recorded play equipment inspection inc: large amount of shredded paper at Marston, and minor
maintenance to litter-bin at beechcroft Road.
2
daily park litter pick, open skate park, check fountain, weekly play equipment inspection
1
1
1*
Circus – connect water supply, take meter reading, ensure circus items are not on play equipment safety surfaces.
2
allotments – install 2 x new plot numbers, fuel van at garage, order materials from Mannings (Ashley Green).
Cemetery – memorial permanent make-safe procedure + depot – clear back of van
Grass cutting – Woodland View, Gordon Road, Manor Way Island (inc: put tools etc: away end of day)
Total hrs

2hr
½hr*
1½hr

TUESDAY 18th 5 staff 5 x 7hr = 35hrs.
Leading – Hand briefing from Manager re: forthcoming tasks and events
Codmore pavilion – turn boilers on to heat water for temperature test for later in the day
Load van with soil and tools for cemetery work
Cemetery – memorial permanent make-safe procedure + unload and clear back of van at the end of the day + mark
grave for baby interment + sort equipment in workshop.
Codmore pavilion – water temperature test
Daily park litter-pick, open skate park, check fountain.
Leading-Hand deal with mobile tyre company at the depot – replacing two tractor tyres
Return portable alarm to the swimming pool
White Hill flower beds – clear Winter bedding and dig & prepare for Summer bedding schemes
Lowndes Park grass cutting
(times above inc: putting tools & machines away at end of day)
Total hrs

15¾
35hrs
1

Day & Tasks
WEDNESDAY 19th 4 staff (P/T member does not work Wed: / Thurs: / Fri:. 4 x 7hr = 28hrs

MEN

TIME

TOTAL

Lowndes Park daily litter-pick, open skate park, check fountain
Park – cutting fine areas i.e. cutting areas with grass catcher attached
St Marys Way, Archena Gdns:, Freidrichsdorf Corner, Red Lion Street Gdns: Church annex, Starr Yard entrances
fine area cutting as above. (inc: putting tools / machines away at end of day)
Leading-Hand – briefing from Manager, load vehicle for cemetery mapping work
Marston Field – check pitch markings are OK for a game tonight
Cemetery with Manager & Admin: Manager, checking graves for the new digital mapping system.
Total hrs
THURSDAY 20th 3 staff (no P/T staff + 1 staff on annual leave) 3 x 7hr = 21hrs

3
3

¾hr
¾hr

2¼hr
2¼hr

3
1
1
1*
_____

5½
1hr
½hr
5hr
_____

16½
1hr*
½hr
5hr*
28hrs

Lowndes Park daily litter-pick, open skate park, check fountain, give access to road surfacing contractors.
Return table and chairs to Town Hall after yesterdays use
Check and clean graffiti from various items in Lowndes Park, cut branches back from public benches.

3
1
2
1
2
1
2

1hr
¼hr
3hr
2½hr
½hr
¼hr
1¾hr

3hr
¼hr

Check and cut back tree branches from street lights on the bridleway
Town Hall for petty cash
Mannings – Ashley Green, collect materials, Cemetery – cut low tree branches over the traffic island

Depot – make rejuvenated soil (using our own sieving system) for use on Friday when old tree stumps are due to be 1
2
ground out (inc: put tools etc: away end of day)
Total hrs _____

2hr
1¼
_____

8½
1hr
¼hr
3½hr

4½
21hrs

2
Day & Tasks

Men

Time

Total

FRIDAY 21st 3 staff (no P/T staff + 1 staff on annual leave) 3 x 6½hr = 19½hrs
Lowndes Park daily litter pick, open skate park, check fountain
Lowndes Park: grass cutting higher sections
Woodland View, Lower Moor, Windsor Rd: Rec: 2nd weekly litter-pick
Lowndes Park: check if forestry contractor had arrived, Summit Hygiene – collect cleaning materials
Marston Field - gang mow field for next weekend’s event
Codmore Rec: - gang mow field
Depot – clean gang mowers at the end of the day.
Lowndes Park – work on flower beds
High Street – check location of planter / shop for the Manager
Red Lion St: Gdns: work on flower beds (includes put vehicle & tools away at end of day)
Total hrs

3
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
_____

¾hr
1¼hr
¾hr
½hr
2hr
2hr
½hr
2hr
¼hr
2¼hr
_____

2¼hr
1¼
1½
1hr
2hr
2hr
½hr
4hr
½hr
4½
19½hr

3
2

1hr
4hr

3hr
8hr

1*

1hr

1hr*

1*
1
1
2
2
1
1*

1½hr
1hr
½hr
1hr
1hr
1hr
1hr

1½hr*
1hr
½hr
2hr
2hr
1hr
1hr*
21hr
3

Weekend
MONDAY 24th 3 staff ( 2 staff annual leave) 3 x 7hr = 21hrs
Lowndes Park: litter-pick, open skate park, check fountain weekly play equipment inspections.
Weekly bin round and recorded play equipment inspections
Nashleigh Hill Rec: close up after circus, turn water off (reading), erect goal post, remove sign, remove 20 bags of
Rubbish, check play equipment
Lowndes Park: check door latch and toilet roll holder in Gents toilets, check skate park shackle, remove banner.
Cemetery: check out and mark grave for interment.
Focus: buy door latch & toilet roll holder
Clock Tower: remove banner
Browns: buy shackle, and fit on the skate park.
Park Toilets: fit new door latch
Vehicle maintenance: clean & prepare van for MOT test Tuesday
Woodland View Play Area: repair damaged fence (vandalism)
Workshop: adapt aerial slide seat attachment
Cemetery Chapel: clean and prepare for Wednesday’s funeral

Day & Tasks
TUESDAY 25th 5 staff 5 x 7 = 35hrs
Lowndes Park: daily litter, open skate park, check fountain
Workshop: adapting pendulum disc seat for the park aerial runway
Leading-Hand: briefing from Manager, deliver Ford Ranger to Lisley Motors for MOT and service
Leading-Hand: mowing in the depot
Marston Field: mow all field and perimeters with tractor and ride-on mower
South Heath Nursery: buy turf for the park & Red Lion St: Gdns: - none in stock, ordered for Friday

Men

Time

Total

3
1
1*
1
2
2

1hr
1hr
1hr
1hr
3hr
½hr

3hr
1hr
1hr*
1hr
6hr
1hr

Cameron Road Allotments: low water pressure
High Street planter by Waitrose: clear / weed / dig flower bed in preparation for Summer bedding
Codmore Rec: rake stones off grass – caused by vandals ‘spinning’ their cars at speed on the gravel car park.

2

2½hr

5hr

Leading-Hand: Chesham Colour Supplies: buy painting tools & materials for community pay-back team coming to
the park Thur: Focus DIY: try to get hammerite paint (unsuccessful)
Park: shown work to be carried out by the community pay-back team. Depot: put all tools and materials together for
the team coming Thursday.

1*

2h

2*

Leading-Hand: Various companies: to buy the hammerite paint. Depot: check fault with the gang mowers
Codmore Rec: field cutting. (Tractor & Wessex)
Try to repair fault with gang mowers
adapting pendulum disc seat for the park aerial runway.
Codmore Rec: field cutting (Hayter perimeter)
Lye Green: field cutting
White Hill: grass cutting
Lowndes Park: clearing and digging beds in preparation for Summer bedding
Collect van from Lisley Motors

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

2½hr
3hr
1hr
2hr
1hr
1hr
½hr
3hr
½hr

2½hr
3hr
1hr
2hr
1hr
1hr
½hr
3hr
1hr

The above inc: putting tools / equipment & fuel away at the end of the day.
Total hrs

35hr
4

Day & Tasks
The Manager on leave for three days, this log continued with the Wed: / Thurs: / Fri: of the following week.
WEDNESDAY 2nd June 4 staff 4 x 7hr = 28hrs.

Men

Time

Total

Daily park & pond litter-pick, check fountain, open the skate park
Depot: Leading-Hand briefing with his Manager
Prepare carnival road closure advanced warning signs (change dates), deliver P/O to cemetery grass cutting
contractors on site, & contractor in Moor Road. Prepare tools and equipment ready for work on St Marys Way once
BCC close one of the lanes – on arrival, found lane not closed, BCC were nearby and said that they were going to
redo the white lines that day, and that the lane closure for cutting would be tomorrow now – an example of how our
time can be wasted through no fault of our own!.
Town Hall: deliver admin and torch for the Finance & Contracts Manager. Collect chairs (after Beer Festival) and
return them to the depot.
Lower Moor: cut down and remove large tree branch broken by vandalism.
Town Hall: deliver invoices. Collect tables & extensions (after Beer Festival) and return them all to Codmore Recreation Ground. At Codmore, dismantle 2 goal posts sets and store in the pavilion, put plugs into goal sockets.
Windsor Rd: Rec: (CDC contract) grass cutting
Garage for fuel
Return to depot to have new tyre fitted on the Ford Ranger
Depot: unload all equipment / fuel /put vehicles away.

4
1

¾hr
½hr

3hr
½hr

3
1

1½hr
¾hr

4½hr
¾hr

2

2½hr

5hr

2
2
2
2
1
4

2½hr

5hr

3hr
½hr
1¼hr
¼hr

6hr
1hr
1¼hr
1hr

Total hrs

28hrs

5

DAY & TASK
THURSDAY 3rd

MEN

TIME

TOTAL

Depot: move soil using tractor (left by contractor, and can be reused by this department)

3
1
2
3
3
1
1
1
1
1

1hr
1hr
1hr
1hr
2hr
¼hr
2hr
1¾hr
1hr
1hr

3hr
1hr
2hr
3hr
6hr
¼hr
2hr
1¾hr
1hr
1hr

St Marys Church: check access to mausoleum for visit by councillor later today
Cemetery: dig plot for interment of cremated remains
Town Hall: collect torch – lent to Finance & Contracts Manager yesterday.
Depot: unload grave digging tools, load sign erecting equipment
St Marys Church mausoleum: check building with a councillor and the Town Clerk (re: safety of the structure)
Red Lion Street raised planter: erect and install sign re: the Girl Guiding Centenary
Station Road notice board: check locking problem and report findings to the Town Hall
Depot: fit pump to the mobile water bowser
Red Lion Street raised planter: re-cement capping stone to one of the wall pillars

1*
1
1*
1*
1*
1
1

1½hr
½hr
½hr
1½hr
½hr
1¼hr
1¼hr

1½hr*
½hr
½hr*
1½hr*
½hr*
1¼hr
1¼hr

4 staff 4 x 7hr = 28hrs.

Daily park & pond litter-pick, check fountain, open skate park
Top park: litter-pick
put out five road closure advanced warning signs for the carnival
St Marys Way: lane closure by BCC – litter-pick under shrubs the best they could.
Codmore Rec: preparations for Donkey Derby inc: grass cutting, goal post removal, check disabled toilet.
Deliver clips to Hillside Rd: (Chairman of the Allotments Group)
Nashleigh Hill Rec: grass cutting

The above includes putting tools / equipment & vehicles away at the end of the day
Total hrs

28hrs
6

FRIDAY 4th: 3 staff (one man A/L, no p/t worker) 3 x 6½hr + 19½hr
Daily park and pond litter-pick, check the fountain, open the skate park.
Woodland View, Lower Moor and Windsor Road Recreation Ground second weekly litter-pick.
Water turf in park & Red Lion Street Gardens Inc: load bowser, prime pump, fill bowser from park bore hole.
Grass cutting with ride-on triple mower at the Nashleigh Hill Recreation Ground.
Grass cutting at the Moor Road Sports Centre, adjacent play area, Moor Marsh with ride-on triple mower.
Deliver P/O to contractors at the cemetery, deliver letter & P/O ‘pinks’ to the Town Hall.
Codmore Rec: final preparation for the Donkey Derby inc: run water in taps and cisterns. Distribute toilet rolls,
soap, and paper towels to each of the toilets. Litter-pick whole site and renew bags in the litter bins.
Manager & staff discuss next week’s commitments esp: with one man expected on paternity leave.
Depot: put tools, equipment, and vehicles away, prepare bowser for use on Saturday.

Total Hrs

MEN
3
2
2
1
1

TIME
1hr
1hr
2hr
2hr
3hr

TOTAL
3hr
2hr
4hr
2hr
3hr

2
2*
2

2¼hr
¼hr
¼hr

4½hr
½hr
½hr

19½hrs

See notes on Page 8

7

Notes:
The log above does not include tasks carried out outside normal working hours, but are listed here as a rough guide:
•

Cemetery: gates unlocked seven days a week before 8am
locked 4pm Mon-Fri:, 7.15pm Saturday & Sunday.

•

Skate park: opened (chains removed) 8am Saturday & Sunday.
locked 8pm all week.

•

Park Litter-Pick: Saturday, Sunday & bank holidays – usually early in the day.

•

Concerts: nine Sundays throughout mid-Summer, inc: provide access, litter-pick, provide power supply, deliver chairs, all around
midday. Collect chairs and return them to the depot, close up usually around 5pm.

The log on pages 1-7 is reasonably accurate, but not perfect. It is very difficult to record your staff’s movements when they are often required to
split up for part of each day. They often find problems (vandalism etc:), which they deal with, but may not always remember to inform me.
Parks & Premises manager
4 June 2010
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APPENDIX THREE
ESTIMATED HOURS & COSTINGS
Ad Hoc Tasks
Tasks that are not strictly horticultural or building work related. These tasks are often
frequent, both planned and reactive.
Task
Frequency Cost
Total
Per year
Cost
...............................................................................................
£........... £...........
Meter readings electricity
Numerous ?
?
Meter readings water
Numerous ?
?
Fountain abstraction reading (monthly)
1
5min
00.015
Tables from codmore to T/Hall & return – Beer Festival
1
4hr 00.060
00.060
Assist erection of Broadway Xmas tree / take down and
1
4hr 00.060
00.060
dispose.
Erect Market Square Xmas tree / take down & dispose
1
2hr 00.030
00.030
Put out road closure signs & barriers – Victorian Evening
1
3
4hr 00.060
00.180
Prepare for fairs/circus:, mow, connect water (+ reading),
gates/barriers, no parking signs – remove / replace after
event. Litter pick before / after + dispose fairs bags.
Donkey Derby: mow, run pavilion water, soap, toilet rolls, 1
4hr 00.060
00.060
litter pick before / after, dispose of their bags rubbish.
Carnival: mow, beds, litter pick before / after, fence
1
36hr 00.540
00.540
cascade steps, fit toilet roll holders, water supply. Fountain
Lower Moor: mow prior to events CDC
3 ave:10hr 00.150
00450
Marston: prepare for football tournaments – mow, litter
2
6hr 00.090
00.180
pick, measure / mark pitches ‘if’ required.
Funerals: find / mark grave, attend, traffic control, register 15 2½hr 00.037
00.555
to be signed. Clean / prepare chapel if required.
average
Cemetery: top up graves following six month settlement
20 ave:2hr 00.030
00.600
Funerals: cremated remains inc: dig & dress grave, attend, 12
4hr 00.060
00.720
back-fill after.
average
1
42hr 00.630
00.630
Memorial inspections / make-safe procedure. After the
calibrated inspection, the repairs are on-going. After that,
there will be an annual recorded hand test, approx: cost Adjust 2 x town clocks
2
1hr 00.015
00.030
2 x vans to MOT / service
1 x 2 1hr 00.015
00.030
Tractors & Hayter for annual service & return
1 x 3 1hr 00.015
00.045
Service small mowers, strimmers, hedge cutters, blowers
over 20hr 00.300
00.300
etc: in-house (Winter work)
Winter
Three monthly recorded fire extinguisher check – depot,
4
2hr 00.030
00.120
Codmore, chapel, hearse house.
Annual fire extinguisher test (contractor). Escort to various 1
2hr 00.030
00.030
buildings & give access.
Three monthly recorded first aid kit check, depot, all vans, 4
1hr 00.015
00.060
Tractors, Hayter mower.
Monthly water temperature test – re: Legionella
12
00.015
00.180

Allotments: annual turn on & off of water supply – take
meter readings – six taps
Allotments: reactive repairs to water tap & pipes leaks
Allotments: reactive fence & gate repairs
Allotments: strim / clear plot prior to new tenant
Allotments: notices to gates and car park
Six monthly gutter clean: Chapel, hearse house, Codmore
pavilion, Park toilet & shelter, depot.
Recorded annual safety check of public benches – new
requirement.
Recorded annual safety check of bus shelters – new
requirement.
Put up / take down Market banners – Park & clock tower.
Clear % of sluice stream

2

1½hr 00.022

10 guestimate
8 guestimate
6 guestimate
1
1hr
2 x 6 6hr
buildings
1
unknown
1
unknown
3
½hr
2
12hr

00.044

00.015
00.030
00.120
00.015
00.090

00.150
00.240
00.720
00.015
00.180

00.007
00.180

00.021
00.360

APPENDIX FOUR
PARKS AND PREMISES SERVICE REVIEW
2010/11
SERVICE/TASK
CEMETERY GATES
GRASS CUTTING
CEMETERY GRASS CUTTING
ST.MARY'S CHURCHYARD
SHRUBS AND TREES
HERBICIDES
BIN ROUNDS (not Lowndes
Park)

INTERNAL MAN HOURS TOTAL MAN HOURS

84.5 acres

ANNUAL STAFF
COSTS*

CONTRACTORS'
FEES

£37,500

2500
0

2 men x 4 hrs x 52 weeks
Mon; 2 men x 1 hr x 52
weeks Fri

520

2 hours per day 362 days
p.a. (excludes xmas)

724

ad-hoc 222 hrs (2009/10)

222

1 man x 1 hr x 52 weeks

1 man x 4 hrs x 30 weeks
various
one off allot.hedge
various
8 events
9 events

TOTAL COSTS (Minus
income)

INCOME

£1,770
£16,720
£1,280
£240
£495

£1,770
£16,720
£1,280
£37,740
£495

£0

£0

£0

£0

£272

£0

£3,330

£1,030

£0

£0

£4,360

52

£780

£295

£0

£0

£1,075

120
96

£1,800
£1,440

£2,750
£0

£0

408
16
18

£6,120
£240
£270

£1,420
£2,890
£900
£250

GENERAL REPAIRS + TASKS**
DEVOLVED SERVICES (GC2C)
PARKS MANAGER

2797

£41,955

1628

£34,500

£0

TOTALS
** e.g. bus shelter repairs, meter
reading, clock tower, works for
Elgiva, Town Hall, Chesham Moor
Gym and Swim

9101

135735

28390

LITTER-PICKING + BIN
ROUNDS (Lowndes Park)
PLAY AREAS (not Lowndes
Park)
PLAY EQUIPMENT( Lowndes
Park)
SKATEPARK LOCKINGMARCH/OCT
FOOTBALL PITCHES
HEDGE CUTTING
HEDGE CUTTING
FLOWER-BEDS
EVENT PREPARATION
BANDS IN THE PARK

OUTSOURCED BUDGETS
82 HANGING BASKETS- summer
18 HANGING BASKETS- winter
TIED PLANTER-10

DEVOLVED SERVICES(GC2C)
CARETAKER
ADMIN MANAGER

£7,800

OVERTIME
SUPPLEMENT
£5,250

£10860**

£65
£1,100

£7,800

#VALUE!

£2,750
£3,220
£4,330
£900
£6,370
£240
£335
£43,055
£0
£34,500

8337

0

183322

* includes employers on-costs
** includes element of overtime
£6,038
£977
£3,645

£6,038
£977
£3,645

APPENDIX FIVE
Calculations
Available hours:
Per operative = 52 weeks x 37 hours = 1924 x 4 operatives =
Part time operative = 52 weeks x 15 hours =
Minus:
Annual leave
2 operatives @ 23 days = 23 days each x 7.5 hours = 172.5 hours x 2 ops: =
2 operatives @ 27 days = 27 days each x 7.5 hours = 202.5 hours x 2 ops: =
1 part time operative receives =

7696 hrs
780
8476 hrs

345 hrs
405
81
.
831 hrs

8476

- 831

Bank Holidays
8 days x 4 operatives = 32 days @ 7.5 hours =
Part time operative receives 24 hours hours =

240 hrs
24
.
264 hrs

- 264
- 1095

- 1095

Departments total annual available hours =

7381

Comfort breaks have not been included. Staff take an unpaid ½hr lunch, and is not part
of their 37 hour day. They are given a paid ½hr tea break. Calculation:
per: op: ½hr daily = 2½hrs per wk: x 4 ops: = 10hrs
p/t op: ½hr daily = ½hr x 2days per week = 1 .
total weekly = 11hrs
total hrs: annually = 572 hrs ‘if’ deducted from the above the new
Departments total annual available hours =

6809

Notes:
No calculations have been built in for sick leave.

The ‘Non-Horticultural Tasks Time Analysis’ shows that the approximate time spent
on non-horticultural tasks equals 1650 hours, and this equates to (again approximately) 25% of available time

APPENDIX SIX

PARKS & PREMISES
SERVICE REVIEW

Notes from a site visit made to Amersham Town Council on the 14th October 2010.
PRESENT:
Cllr Tina Michael, Chesham Town Council Member
Bill Richards, Chesham Town Clerk
Bob Ayres, Parks & Premises Manager
Phil Folly, Friends of Chesham Cemetery\Friends of Lowndes Park
Janet Wheeler, Amersham Town Clerk
Shaun Grainger, Amersham Town Council Estates Manager
Mark Richardson, Amersham Town Council Parks Superintendent
Martin Phillips, Amersham Town Council Mayor
1.
Devolved Services
The group began the discussion of what ATC did as part of its devolved services. As
well as undertaking what CTC does (i.e. clearing fly‐posting, minor graffiti clearance,
issuing letters for overgrowing branches across footpaths and approving temporary
signage), its Parks team also offer a rapid response to minor repairs on footpaths,
cutting back on overgrown paths and removing of pavement obstacles across town.
Traffic signs are also cleaned twice a year. MR and MP both opined that the people
of Amersham appreciated a service where minor problems could be dealt with
quickly. As with CTC, ATC also undertook some gritting/snow clearance for BCC
during last winter’s severe weather.
The group then discussed how this service was staffed and financed. JW explained
that BCC monies had allowed them to employ an extra staff member on a part time,
fixed term contract, working 14 hours a week. He is employed on Monday, Tuesday
and Fridays. The monies were also utilised for leasing a van. The staff member also
does a little work on ATC land as well but BCC has a relatively relaxed approach to
this. Budgetary costs are attached.
TM asked if the amount of devolved services work had dramatically increased
administration. JW replied that while it is undeniable administration has increased, it
was not unmanageable and, moreover, ATC included an admin fee in its recharge
costs to BCC. JW confirmed that the service paid for itself and felt that BCC was keen
from its end since town and parish councils’ in‐house teams would be generally
cheaper than private contractors.
MP advised that his Members were very supportive of the scheme and indeed were
keen to create a ‘hub’ where the parks team could work at a profit for smaller local
parish councils and discussions to that effect had already started with some parishes.
Parks and Premises Service Review
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Both BR and BA said that while this was an excellent idea in practice, it would be a
problem for CTC to replicate, both in terms of capacity and because of the limited
machinery it possessed in relation to ATC.
MP opined that it was possible that the Local Area Forums would have future
budgets to pay town and parish councils to clear Rights of Way and therefore the
devolved services would be greater in future. However both JW and BR advised that
BCC officers had told them that the budgets had not been confirmed for next year
and with financial constraints placed on principal authorities, there was no
guarantee of a similar BCC financial commitment. BR stated that sustainability was
always an issue for him and he did not want to commit to a wide scale service that
may have no funding to continue 12 months hence.
BR then enquired whether any special training was required by BCC. MR advised
none had been specified other than the road closure training that both some staff
from ATC and CTC had attended last year. He also reported that his staff did no
works above a 10.5m height.
2.
General Workings
The group then discussed the general operation of the Parks team on its own land.
SG and MR confirmed that almost all its works was done ‘in‐house’ and contractors
were only used for specialist work like tree felling and electrical works. They have
even taken back ‘in‐house’ the cleaning of the pavilions and the polishing of Market
Hall saving £2,000 p.a. The team pride themselves on recycling and only have to go
to the dump once every 12 months. Wood chips are usually donated to local
community groups for bedding, etc.
There are ten Parks officers including the two supervisors (MR and SG), three of
whom are part‐time. This compares with six CTC officers, including BA, one of whom
is part‐time. The team have some 50 acres of parks, open spaces and recreation
grounds to look after. This compares with CTC with acreage in excess of 85. SG also
advised that the team had a number of woodlands to look after, usually through a
partnership arrangement (one currently being arranged with the local hospice). SG
stated that woodland management took up a sizeable amount of his time.
Cemeteries
ATC has three cemeteries (one closed). There are roughly 50 to 60 interments per
annum in Stanley Hill compared with about 12 body interments and 10 cremations
per annum at Chesham Cemetery. ATC has no Friends group to assist it.
Allotments
ATC has 3 allotment sites with approximately 150 plots as opposed to CTC’s 227
plots. ATC has no Friends group to assist it.
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Play Areas
ATC has four play‐areas, (as opposed to CTC’s 11). Like CTC, these are inspected on
Mondays but are also ‘patrolled’ at weekends by staff.
Football Pitches
Like CTC, ATC hires out its pitches and issues keys to clubs for access to the
pavilion/changing‐room. Hire charges are broadly similar. Unlike CTC, ATC also hires
out rugby and hockey pitches and maintains and hires out a cricket square.
3.
Equipment and Buildings
The group then visited the Hervines Park Depot. The building is self‐contained
allowing for equipment storage; a welding and repairs area; a staff‐room and office
and a drying area. The building capacity greatly exceeds the capacity of the
combined building area that constitutes the CTC depot and is much better equipped.
The range of major equipment is also vastly superior with inventory also attached.
As well as those listed, considerable investment has gone into other pieces of
machinery such as a cherry picker and an impressive works area and equipment for
in‐house repairs making the set‐up much more conducive to providing a
comprehensive ‘in‐house’ maintenance service.
4.
Summing Up
The group re‐convened for final observations. PF, as a volunteer, expressed
frustration as to the question of which authority had responsibility for land
ownership and keeping areas clean and asked whether this was a problem in
Amersham also. JW said it was and her team did not take on the responsibility of
litter‐picking other non‐council sites but obviously would clear small areas if cutting
back branches, etc. in the same spot. MG advised that the town had community
litter picking events about three times a year.
The group finally discussed the idea of sharing staff and equipment on occasions
which was considered a good idea though BA wondered whether there was much
his team could offer ATC having compared equipment lists.
JW agreed to forward budgetary comparisons in due course though it was accepted
that these wouldn’t necessarily be on a like‐for‐like basis.
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PARKS & PREMISES
SERVICE REVIEW

Notes from a site visit made to Leighton Linslade Town Council on the 15th October
2010.
PRESENT:
Cllr Tina Michael, Chesham Town Council Member
Bill Richards, Chesham Town Clerk
Bob Ayres, Parks & Premises Manager
Kathryn Graves, Policy & Projects Officer
Pat Kingsnorth, Leighton Linslade Town Clerk
Debbie Henry – Corporate Governance Officer, Leighton Linslade
1.
Devolved Services
As of yet Leighton Linslade has not taken on any devolved services; they are in
discussions with their unitary authority.
2.
Green Flag and Parks
Entering Parsons Close Park (the town centre’s park) into the Green Flag award
scheme is a long term goal. A splash and play area is planned for this park, hopefully
with funding from a landfill tax scheme. The toilets require renovation.
Two other parks, Mentmore Park and Pages Park are undergoing “master‐planning”
in order to renovate them, providing funding can be sourced. Mentmore Park has a
pavilion that needs renovating.
The Town Council also looks after a number of other parks, e.g. Astral Park, which
are located near relatively new housing developments.
3.
Staffing
Currently an officer is paid overtime every Sunday through June until the first
weekend of September to oversee free concerts in the park. The officer welcomes
the band and oversees things such as the provision of refreshments run by
volunteers. Another staff member puts out chairs, although the council is
encouraging members of the public to bring their own.
The Council is considering employing a weekend worker to oversee the band
concerts, as well as provide access for teams to changing rooms, clean the changing
rooms and attend their skatepark. He/she could also turn the water supply on and
off for the splash and play area once it is constructed. This would reduce overtime
payments.
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Officers are paid overtime to cover the two big events that the Council runs each
year: the Canal Festival and the Living History Day.
A security company is used to lock two car parks that have suffered from anti‐social
behaviour problems. However, this will be reviewed as it is proving quite expensive.
All cemetery (two sites) and allotment work is undertaken in‐house. All parks work is
in‐house except for major tree works, including a survey to log the condition of all
their trees. This is likely to cost £10,000. Hedging work is undertaken in‐house.
Hanging baskets are planted up by a contractor, but maintained internally. Dog bins
and toilets are maintained, emptied, cleaned, etc. internally.
There are eight members of staff and seasonal workers are used. Two casuals were
used this year for watering for the town’s entry into Anglia In Bloom.
4.
Equipment and Buildings
The Town Council rents their depot building, which has access out on to one of the
parks. The lease expires in three to four years’ time. There is sufficient room to allow
the storage of the town’s Christmas lights, which saves thousands of pounds.
The Council owns all its own equipment, e.g. a grave‐digging machine, but they do
not maintain the equipment in‐house. The Council uses the RBS Inventory software
for recording its major assets.
5.
Play Areas
The Council has 13 play areas. There is an annual ROSPA inspection of all equipment
and a contractor also inspects the equipment quarterly at a cost of £2,500 per year.
There are also weekly and monthly recorded, in‐house checks. The Council had
considered employing an officer part‐time (20‐25 h per week) just to carry out these
inspections, but decided against it. The Council is currently considering whether to
remove fencing from around the play areas to improve ease of maintenance.
£350,000 was spent on upgrading the play areas a few years ago using a loan. The
Council is trying to build up a reserve to upgrade play areas in the future, possibly by
increasing the precept.
6.
Costs
Cemetery – Expenditure is £67,000 and predicted income is £34,000. There is no set
policy, but quadruple fees are charged for non‐residents.
Events – The net expenditure is £32,000.
Depot ‐ £30,000 expenditure
Pavilions ‐ £17,000 expenditure
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Bandstand ‐ £3,000 expenditure
Sports Pitches ‐ £5,000 income, but this does not take staff time into account.
Allotments ‐ £700 income, but this does not take staff costs into account.
Ouzel Valley Park ‐ £25,000 expenditure for maintenance carried out by Greensand
Trust.
Astral Park ‐ £5,000 expenditure
Trees, dog bins, maintenance, etc. ‐ £30,000 expenditure
Play area inspections and repairs ‐ £7,000
Vehicle maintenance, training, salaries, payroll ‐ £222,000 expenditure
7.
In Bloom
The Town Council entered Anglia In Bloom for the first time in 2010 and put an extra
£15,000 in the budget for this.
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